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 NEW LIGHT ON THE ARABIC TRANSLATIONS OF

 ARISTOTLE

 by

 Richard Walzer

 The Arabic versions of Greek philosophy science and medicine are
 interesting as a material link between the civilisation of Ancient Greece
 and the medieval Islamic world and as a stepping stone to the develop-
 ment of Arabic abstract style, which was deeply influenced by the
 excellent work of the translators, none of whom was a Muslim. The
 translations were based partly on a direct study of the Greek texts
 which were available in the libraries of Greek speaking residents, and
 partly on earlier or contemporary Syriac translations, which represent
 a continuous tradition in the Syriac Church from about the middle of
 the fifth century A.D., i.e. more than three hundred years before Arabic
 translations of philosophical and cognate texts begin to appear in early
 Abbasid times. As in so many fields of Arabic literature it is embarrassing
 to realise how little has been done to make the available material known

 to the community of scholars. This material, it is true, has partly been
 discovered recently, in the libraries of Eastern centres of learning such
 as Istanbul and Cairo and some minor places; but many manuscripts
 have been in European libraries for more than two centuries at least
 and within easy reach of scholars who cared for them. But the number
 of these has never been great, and we have to congratulate ourselves that
 help for the Arabic Aristotle is now coming forth from a new quarter:
 from two Arabic scholars who have come under the influence of Western

 philological training, the Syrian Khalil Georr and the Egyptian 'Abdar-
 rahman Badawi. I shall try to explain the importance of the material
 which they publish for the first time and to show how, in my view, the
 work which they have started so well, despite certain shortcomings,
 should be continued and coordinated with other studies. I shall deal

 mainly with Khalil Georr, Les Categories d'Aristote dans leurs versions
 Syro-Arabes. Edition de textes precedee d'une etude historique et critique
 et suivie d'un vocabulaire technique, Preface de M. L. Massignon, Institut
 Fran9ais de Damas, Beyrouth I948, and the translations of Greek
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 Richard Walzer

 philosophical texts to be found in 'Abdu-r-Rahman Badawi, Arist.u
 'inda-l-'Arab I, Cairo I947, Mantiq Aristg I, Cairo I948, II, Cairo I949.
 I have only been able to examine photostats of the first two pages of
 the MS of the Prior Analytics and of the first page of the Posterior
 Analytics. Cf. below p. I34.

 I. SURVEY OF THE NEW TEXTS PUBLISHED

 The texts published for the first time are these:

 I) The marginal notes of the well known Paris MS. of the Categories
 (Bibliotheque Nationale ar. 2346, anc. fond 882 A), with French trans-
 lation but without any commentary (Georr pp. I49-I82: translation;
 pp. 361-386: Arabic text).

 II) Some hitherto unpublished notes and colophons from the same
 MS., (Rhetoric: Georr p. i86f.; Prior Analytics: Georr p. I9o ff.;
 Porphyry's Isagoge: p. I93f.; Posterior Analytics: p. I94; To-
 pics: p. I95 ff.; Sophistic Elenchi: p. I98 ff.), which contains all
 the logical treatises of Aristotle, Rhetoric and Poetics duly included
 (Cf. L. Baur, Dominicus Gundissalinus De divisione philosophiae, Bei-
 trage zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters IV 2-3, Miinster
 I903, p. 301 n. R. Walzer, Zur Traditionsgeschichte der aristotelischen
 Poetik, Studi Italiani di Filologia Classica N.S. ii, I934, p. 5 ff. A. J.
 Arberry, Al-FrdbV's Canons of Poetry, Rivista degli Studi Orientali
 I938, p. 266 ff.).

 III) The Prior Analytics, the Posterior Analytics and the first six
 books of the Topics with all the marginal notes (Badawi, Mantiq Arista
 I pp. I01-306: Prior Analytics; pp. 307-465: Posterior Analytics;
 II pp. 467-672: Topics I-VI. Corrections: I pp. 307-312; II pp. 673-
 680), without translation and commentary, i.e. only usable for students
 of Arabic and requiring to be translated and explained to interested
 outsiders such as classical scholars and students of medical Latin trans-

 lations of Greek philosophical and scientific texts 1).

 IV) A section from an otherwise unknown shortened paraphrase of
 Metaphysics A, chapters 6-Io (Aristuf 'inda l-'Arab pp. 3-II).

 V) Two sections from a shortened text of Themistius' commentary
 on Metaphysics A, chapters I, part of 2, 6-Io (Aristf 'inda l-'Arab pp.
 329-333; pp. 12-21), which is known in part from Bouyges' edition of
 Ibn Rushd's commentary on Metaphysics A, (pp. I393, 6. I394, I. I410,
 4 ff. I465. I492, 3 ff. I5II, 4 ff. I530, 2. 1635, 4 ff. I706, II ff. Translator

 1 Cf. below p. I4I.
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 The Arabic Translations of Aristotle

 Abfi Bishr Matta, cf. Fihrist p. 250, 28 ff., Fl. from the Syriac of Ishaq
 ibn Hunain) and from the complete Hebrew translation of the Arabic
 version published by S. Landauer in I903 (Commentaria in Aristotelem
 Graeca V 5).

 VI) Several small treatises by Alexander of Aphrodisias, most of
 them lost in the Greek original: Aristuf, pp. 251-277; 278-280; 281-2;
 283; 284 f. (= Probl. II 15, Scripta Minora II p. 59, 2I-6o, 31 Bruns);
 286-288 (= Probl. II ii, p. 55, I8 ff. Bruns); 289-290; 291-292; 293-
 294; 295-308 (with notes by Abfi Bishr Matta).

 VII) An unknown logical treatise by Themistius (Aristg pp. 309-324).

 The Arabic translators belong to different schools of translation
 and to different periods, from the days of al-Ma'min (A.D. 813-833)
 down to the end of the Ioth century A.D., and are therefore interesting
 on their own account, for the history of the translation of philosophical
 terms and the development of abstract style in general. It may also be
 considered how these different translations are to be linked up with the
 works of contemporary Muslim philosophers, who depend upon them.

 II. PREVIOUS WORK ON TRANSLATIONS FROM THE GREEK

 If the new texts are to be fully exploited, it is important to use the
 experiences gained in a cognate field, I mean the translations of Galen,
 the study of which was put on a new and more scientific basis by G.
 Bergstrisser's book Hunain ibn Ishaq und seine Schule, Leiden 1913,
 and his edition of the Arabic text of Pseudo-Galen's otherwise lost

 commentary on Hippocrates De septimanis: Corpus Medicorum Grae-
 corum XI, 2, I, Leipzig and Beriin I9I4. Bergstrasser published the
 full Arabic text with German translation, Greek parallel passages and a
 complete index of the numerous Greek words to be found in the Arabic
 text, whose translator he identified as Yahya ibn al-Bitriq, who was an
 older contemporary of Hunain ibn Ishaq and who represents an earlier
 phase of translating activity. (Cf. below pp. 99 and io9. His translation
 is not mentioned by Brockelmann in its place.) Unfortunately the
 editors of the Corpus Medicorum felt themselves unable to continue
 this tradition, and further Arabic translations of works by Galen, one
 preserved in one Greek MS., the other two lost in the original, were
 published in German translation only, without the Arabic text, not to
 speak of Arabic-Greek and Greek-Arabic glossaries to help the work of
 those interested in the history of science and philology. (Galenus In
 Hippocratis Epidemias I-II edd E. Wenkebach - F. Pfaff: Corpus
 Medicorum Graecorum V 101, i. Lipsiae et Berolini I934. - In Hippocr.

 93
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 Epid. VI I-8 edd. E. Wenkebach - F. Pfaff: Corp. Med. Graec. V IO, 2, 2,
 Lipsiae et Berolini I940. Also Corpus Medicorum Graecorum, Supple-
 mentum III, Leipzig I94I, which contains the German translation of
 the Arabic text of Galen Ilepi s60v and of an unknown fragment
 of Proclus' Commentary of the Timaeus is unsatisfactory and practically
 useless for the same reason (cf. Bergstrasser, Neue Materialien, p. II, 2).
 Two of these texts contain numerous glosses by IHunain ibn Ishaq which
 are of particular interest for the student of the Arabic translations and
 the transmission of the understanding of the Greek texts. (Cf. Galen,
 On medical experience, Oxford I944, p. VII n. 2.) It is regrettable that
 thus a very good chance for the promotion of these studies has probably
 been lost for ever; had the editor been encouraged to publish the Arabic
 text as well so that it could serve as a base for future work, our know-

 ledge in this field, still so limited, would have profited considerably by
 his work.

 Bergstrasser's suggestions have, however, been followed up by himself
 and by some of his fellow workers and pupils. His editio princeps of
 Hunain's risdla 1, in which Hunain gives detailed information about
 his Syriac and Arabic translations of I29 books of Galen, is still very
 little known outside the narrow circle of experts; it is ignored by his-
 torians of classical scholarship (although it is accompanied by a German
 version and a list of the Greek titles of the books referred to), and it has
 found little interest among general students of Arabic 2. The new texts
 to be reviewed add considerably to the evidence to be found in Hunain's
 treatise; we can now compare his highly refined method of critically
 editing the Greek texts before he embarked on their translation with the
 practice adhered to by the Ioth century philosophical school whose
 members knew Syriac and Arabic but, almost certainly, no Greek, and
 we get more information about Arabic and Syriac translators before
 Hunain, which goes-as happened in the case of Galen-far beyond
 the meagre notices from Arabic biographical works with which we had
 hitherto to be content.

 Bergstrasser himself did not embark on any further editorial work
 of his own in this field, but some kind of tradition in the edition of texts
 of this kind grew up under his influence and several forms of suitable

 1 Hunain ibn Ishaq, Uber die syrischen und arabischen Galen-Ubersetzungen, Abhandl. fur die

 Kunde des Morgenlandes XVII 2, Leipzig I915. - Neue Materialen zu .Hunain ibn Ishdq's Galen-
 Bibliographie, Abh. fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes XIX 2, Leipzig I932.

 2 With the exception of F. Rosenthal, The technique and approach of Muslim scholarship, Analecta

 Orientaiia 24, Rome I947, pp. I8, 26 ff., 31 ff. and passim. Cf. also the same author, Die arabische
 Autobiographie, Studia Arabica I, Rome I937, p. 5 ff.. p. I5 ff.

 94  Richard Walzer
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 The Arabic Translations of Aristotle  95

 editorial work were tried out by pupils and fellow workers such as M.
 Plessnerl, J. Schacht2, M. Meyerhof3, P. Kraus4, F. Rosenthal5, M.
 Krause 6 and the present writer 7. The premature deaths of Bergstrasser
 in 1933 and of Kraus in 1944 together with the vicissitudes of the war has
 slowed down this work and cut short much promising development.
 But the tradition has been carried on, and Georr and Badawi are some-
 how in contact with it.

 No similar continuity has been observed in the study of the Arabic
 translations of Aristotle. Margoliouth's study of the 'Poetics', begun
 in I887 (Analecta orientalia ad Poeticam Aristoteleam) and brought to
 an end by his translation of the Arabic version in I9II (The Poetics of
 Aristotle, translated from Greek into English and from Arabic into Latin,
 with a revised text, introduction, commentary, glossary and onomasticon)
 was appreciated by classical scholars, whereas his treatment of Theo-
 phrastus' metaphysical fragment and of Aristotle's Rhetorics (Remarks
 on the Arabic version of the Metaphysics of Theophrastus, Journal Royal
 Asiatic Society I892, pp. 192-20I; On the Arabic version of Aristotle's

 1 M. Plessner, Der Oikonomikos des Neupythagoreers CBryson' und sein Einfluss auf die islainische

 Wissenschaft, Orient und Antike (herausg. von G. Bergstrasser und 0. Regenbogen) 5, Heidelberg

 I928. Cf. H. Ritter in Der Islam I9, I93I, p. 27 ff.
 2 M. Meyerhof-J. Schacht, Galen, Uber die medizinischen Namen, Abhandl. Preuss. Akad. d.

 Wissensch., phil.-hist. Klasse I93I, no. 3. Cf. G. Bergstrasser, Orient. Lit. Zeit. I93I, col. 33I ff.
 3 Cf. particularly: Von Alexandrien nach Bagdad. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des philosophischen

 und medizinischen Unterrichts bei den Arabern, Sitzungsber. d. Preuss. Akad., phil.-hist. Klasse

 1930 XXIII. - Together with J. Schacht: The medico-philosophical controversy between IbnButldn
 of Baghdad and Ibn Ridwdn of Cairo. A contribution to the history of Greek learning among the Arabs.

 The Egyptian University. Faculty of Arts, Publ. no. 13, Cairo I937. Cf. now also J. Schacht,
 Max Meyerhof, Osiris 9 (I950) pp. 7-32.

 4 Cf. particularly: Zu ibn al-Muqafac, Rivista degli Studi Orientali 14, I932, p. i f. - Jdbir
 ibn .Hayydn, Textes choisies, Paris-Le Caire I935. - Jdbir ibn Ifayydn, Contribution c l'histoire des

 idees scientifiques dans l'Islam I: Le Corpus des ecrits Jabiriens. Memoires de l'Institut d'Egyptes
 44, Cairo I943. II: Jdbir et la science grecque, ibid., 45, Cairo I942. - Plotin chez les Arabes, Bulletin

 de l'Institut d'Egypte, Cairo I94I, p. 293 ff. - Galen, IIepi 'L iv, Majallat Kulliyyat al-adab,
 Fuad I University, V I, Cairo I939; cf. R. Walzer, New Light on Galen's moral Philosophy, Class.

 Quarterly 43, I949, p. 82 ff. - Together with R. Walzer: Plato Arabus I, Galen's Summary of
 Plato's Timaeus, London 1951.

 5 Arabische Nachrichten iiber Zenon den Eleaten, Orientalia 6, 1937, p. 2I ff. - Some Pythagorean

 documents transmitted in Arabic I-II, Orientalia Io, I94I, pp. 104 ff., pp. 383 if. - As-sayh al-
 Yandni and the Arabic Plotinus source, Orientalia 2I, 1952, p. 46I ff.

 6 His main achivements are in the history of mathematics. Cf. A. Dietrich, Max Krause in me-

 moriam, Der Islam 29, I950, p. 104 ff. Cf. also C. Brockelmann, GAL II p. 657 (Nachtrige und
 Berichtigungen).

 7 Galen's Schrift 'Uber die Siebenmonatskinder', Rivista degli Studi Orientali I5, I935, pp. 323 ff.;

 cf. A. Neugebauer, ibid. 24, I949, p. 92. - Galen On Medical Experience. First Edition of the
 Arabic version, with an English translation and notes, Oxford I944.
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 Rhetoric, Semitic Studies in memory of Alexander Kohut, Berlin I897,
 p. 376 ff.) was overlooked. S. Pollack's edition of fIIpl ?ppv(vea;
 (Abhandlungen f. d. Kunde des Morgenlandes XIII i, Leipzig I913),
 provided with an excellent Greek-Syriac-Arabic-Hebrew-Latin Index
 of philosophical terms, remained an isolated event. J. Tkatsch's new
 edition and laborious study of the Poetics (Die arabische Ubersetzung der
 Poetik des Aristoteles und die Grundlage der Kritik des griechischen Textes I,
 1928; II, I932, Akad. d. Wissensch. in Wien, philos.-hist. Klasse) had been
 prepared in some kind of intellectual desert and had with all its short-
 comings less influence than it deserved. (Cf. M. Plessner, Orient. Lit.
 Z. I93I, p. I ff.; G. Bergstrasser, Der Islam 20, 1932, p. 48 ff.; W. Kutsch,
 Orientalia 6, 1937, p. 68 ff.). A new beginning was made by the stimu-
 lating article of Kraus in I932 (cf. above p. 95 n. 4) and by A. J. Arberry's
 edition of the book De plantis by Nicolaus of Damascus, sometimes
 wrongly ascribed to Aristotle, whose Greek original is lost. (Bulletin
 of the Faculty of Arts, Egyptian University I, 1933, p. 48 ff., II, 1934,
 p. 72 ff.). But the greatest contribution to the study of the Arabic
 Aristotle in our time is due to the French Jesuit M. Bouyges who edited
 two important texts, the Categories (Bibliotheca Arabica Scholasticorum
 Tome IV, Beyrouth I932) and the Metaphysics (Bibliotheca Arabica
 Scholasticorum Tome V 2, Beyrouth I938; Tome VI, Beyrouth 1942;
 Tome VII, Beyrouth I948), which can now be studied in reliable editions
 of the highest philological standard. (Cf. Orientalia 20, 1951, p. 334 ff.)
 The serious study of his editions is just beginning, and it will take some
 time until the results of his conscientious and highly competent effjrt
 will be assimilated by students interested in the history of Greek thought
 in the Islamic world and of Arabic philosophy in its own right. Georr's
 and Badawi's studies are to be judged in relation to this background.

 III. TRANSLATORS MENTIONED IN THE NEW TEXTS

 I discuss in this article some of the new information which we gain
 from the texts published for the first time. The most remarkable result
 concerns the Christian philosophical school of Baghdad in the Ioth and
 the first half of the IIth century. The Aristotelian studies of this circle
 whose members knew Arabic and Syriac equally well but who, unlike
 Theodore abui Qurra and Hunain ibn Ishaq, had no knowledge of Greek
 become clear and so does their method of teaching. The highly refined
 study of these texts by later philosophers, particularly by those of the
 Spanish West, appear to be based entirely on their exegetic work, which
 seems, however, to have surpassed even Ibn Rushd in philological

 96
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 The Arabic Translations of Aristotle

 accuracy and knowledge of textual variants. The name of a man like
 the Nestorian philosopher and physician Abu'l Khair al-Hasan ibn
 Suwar (A.D. 942-after IOI7) also known by his laqab Ibn al-Khammar 1
 ceases to be a mere name, and his achievements as a 'critical editor' of
 earlier translations and as an understanding commentator can be ap-
 preciated and compared with his Arabic, Syriac and Greek predecessors.
 His attitude to the text and his way of commenting upon it can be traced
 back, in an unbroken continuity, as far as Alexander of Aphrodisias.
 He reproduces the lectures of his teacher, the great Jacobite philosopher
 and pupil of Al-Farabi: Abui Zakariyya Yahya ibn 'Adi (893-974)
 (Cf. M. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien, p. 417 ff. [3I ff.]. G. Graf, Geschichte
 II, p. 233 ff. C. Brockelmann, GAL I, p. 228, Suppl. I, pp. 370, 956) who
 appears, from the new text, to have been mainly responsible for esta-
 blishing a continuous tradition of Aristotle reading in Baghdad. Al-
 Hasan ibn Suwar is, however, by no means only dependent on his great
 predecessor but shows some individual features of his own, comparable
 to those to be noticed in the commentaries of the late Greek Neoplatonic
 teachers of Aristoteleanism.

 We also get a more precise idea of Yahya's master, the Nestorian
 Abui Bishr Matta ibn Yiinus (died 940) (Cf. M. Meyerhof, Von
 Alexandrien, p. 415 [29]. G. Graf, Geschichte II, p. I53. C. Brockelmann,
 GAL I, p. 228, Suppl. I, p. 370. D. S. Margoliouth, The Discussion between
 Abu Bishr Mattd and A bi Sa'id al Sirdfi on the merits of Logic and Gram-
 mar, Jour. Royal As. Soc. I905, pp. 79-I29. A. Baumstark, Aristoteles
 bei den Syrern p. 2II). He is the translator of the Posterior Analytics
 (Cf. above p. 92: III and below p. I29 ff.), and also of Alexander of Aphro-
 disias' Commentary on the theological book A of the Metaphysics, pu-
 blished in part by Bouyges in I948, cf. Fihrist p. 251, 28 Fliigel and
 Index A, b p. (12) no. 30 Bouyges. His share in the notes to be found
 on the margins of the MS. of the Organon (Cf. below pp. o09, I33) and
 of the small treatises of Alexander of Aphrodisias (Cf. Mantiq Aristu
 p. 295 ff.) is considerable.

 1 Cf. M. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien nach Bagdad (above p. 95 n. 3), p. 421 (35). G. Graf, Ge-
 schichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur II (Studi e Testi I33, Vatican City I947), p. 156 f. C.
 Brockelmann, GAL, 2nd edition I, Leiden 1943, p. 236; Supplement I (Leiden I937), p. 378. He
 appears to have been the translator of Porphyry's History of Philosophers (cf. F. Rosenthal,
 Arabische Nachrichten etc., Orientalia 6, I937, p. 39, and probably of the fragments of Theophrastus'

 Meteorology which proved that Epicurus depended on this work of Theophrastus (cf. G. Berg-
 strasser, Neue meteorologische Fragmente des Theophrast, Sitzungsber. der Heidelberger Akad. d.
 Wissensch. I9I8 IX, p. io). Cf. also Schacht-Meyerhof, The medico-philosophical Controversy etc.
 (above p. 95 n. 3), pp. 87, 103, Io9. The treatises preserved in cod. Ragib I463 (cf. H. Ritter,
 Philologica III, Der Islam I8, I929, p. 46 n. i) deserve to be studied.

 Oriens VI 7
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 We also learn something about his teacher, the physician Abu Yah y
 (Zakariyya) al-Marwazi (Cf. M. Meyerhof, VonAlexandrien, p. 414[28]
 and below p. I3I. A. Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, Bonn
 1922, p. 232) who appears to have been the founder of this school in
 Baghdad-which, in its turn, claims a direct connection (justifiably,
 I believe) with the Greek tradition of Aristotle reading in 6th and 7th
 century Alexandria (Cf. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien passim).

 Yahya ibn 'Adi's school made ample use of the translations, both
 Arabic and Syriac, which had been made by the Nestorian Hunain
 ibn Ishaq (d. A.D. 873) (Cf. C. Brockelmann, GAL I, p. 224 ff., Suppl.
 I, 336 ff. G. Graf, Geschichte I, p. 122 ff. A. Baumstark, Gesch. dersyr. Lit.,
 p. 227 ff.) and his numerous pupils. Among the new texts are the trans-
 lation of the Topics (Cf. above p. 92: III and below p. 120 n. I), of some
 of the treatises of Alexander of Aphrodisias 1 and of the new logical
 treatise of Themistius (Cf. above p. 93: VII) by Abf 'Uthman Sa'id ibn
 Ya'qiub ad-Dimashqi (? 900), known also as an eminent physician (Cf.
 M. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien, p. 424 [38]. G. Bergstrasser, IHunain ibn
 Ishaq und seine Schule (above p. 93), p. 25, 76 ff. C. Brockelmann, GAL
 I, p. 288, Suppl. I, p. 369, III, p. I204). He also is the translator of Pappus'
 Commentary on Euclid's Elements book X ed. Junge-Thompson (Cam-
 bridge Mass. I930), cf. G. Bergstrasser, Der Islam 21, I933, pp. 195-222.
 (Cf. also Miskawaih, Tahdhib al-akhldq, Cairo I3I7, p. 75. F. Rosenthal,
 Isis, I945, 253 f.). Many references to Hunain's son I sh aq's (Cf. C. Brockel-
 mann, GAL I, p. 227, Suppl. I, p. 369. G. Graf, Geschichte I, p. 129 ff.)
 lost Syriac translations of the Topics and the Prior Analytics (in colla-
 boration with his father, cf. below p. 113 f.) are found in the margins of
 the Paris MS., i.e. in Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's edition; Abui Bishr's trans-
 lation of the Posterior Analytics is totally based on Ishaq's lost Syriac
 version. That the Arabic Categories and the De interpretatione are due
 to Ishaq ibn Hunain is common knowledge, since both these texts
 have been known for a long time. Ishaq's translation of the a oXCoTTOV
 of the Metaphysics used by Averroes may now by studied in Bouyges'
 edition (Cf. below p. III) and so may his translation of Nicolaus: De
 plantis (Cf. above p. 96) made in collaboration with the Sabean mathe-
 matician Thabit ibn Qurra (d. A.D. 90o) (Cf. C. Brockelmann, GAL I,
 p. 24I ff., Suppl. I, p. 384 and the passage from as-Safadi, quoted by
 F. Rosenthal, below p. 114 n. I). Most of these facts were, it is true, known

 1 The first treatise IIlepi T&v rTO 7Tav'TO(q pXciv, Aristui Cinda 'l-'Arab, pp. 278-308 is translated
 by Ibrahim ibn CAbdallah al-Katib, who also translated the 8th book of the Topics, and appears
 to have collaborated with Abfu Uthman.
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 from the Fihrist of Ibn an-Nadim (d. about A.D. 990) and from similar
 bibliographical works. Now they can be checked and compared with the
 actual evidence of the texts. This makes all the difference.

 In the case of the Prior Analytics (above p. 92: III) Al-Hasan ibn Suwar,
 Yahya ibn 'Adi and Abfi Bishr based their lectures on an Arabic version
 prior to Hunain which they judged to be adequate, and did not attempt
 a version of their own on the base of Hunain's and Ishaq's more recent
 Syriac versions which they knew. Its author is, according to a fully
 convincing guess of P. Kraus (Rivista degli Studi Orientali I4, 1932,
 p. 3 n. 3) the melkite bishop of Harran Theodore abui Qurra (pro-
 bably during the reign of al-Ma'muin, or even earlier, cf. G. Graf, Ge-
 schichte, p. 7 ff.. C. H. Becker, Christliche Polemik undislamische Dogmen-
 bildung, Islam-Studien I, p. 432 ff., J. Schacht, The Origins ofMuhamma-
 dan Jurisprudence, Oxford I950, p. 99. L. Gardet- M. M. Anawati, In-
 troduction a la Theologie Musulmane, Paris I948, p. 201 n. 2); he was
 a follower of St. John of Damascus whose interest in Aristotle's
 Logic (to the exclusion of the Posterior Analytics) and in Aristotle's
 Psychology is known (Cf. e.g. Uberweg-Geyer, Die patristische und
 scholastische Philosophie, Berlin I928, p. I30 f.). His theological writings
 are partly in Arabic and partly in Greek-a rather isolated case as
 it seems.

 Also a contemporary of his, the Melkite Yah. ya ibn al-Bitriq (Cf.
 C. Brockelmann, GAL I, p. 221, Suppl. I, p. 364. G. Graf, Geschichte I,
 p. 32. Cf. below p. I09) is once referred to (Cf. below p. 116); his
 translation of Pseudo-Galen: De septimanis has been mentioned before.
 (Cf. above p. 93).

 Both these translators are contemporaries of the Jacobite 'Abdul-
 masih ibn 'Abdallah ibn Na'ima, the translator of the para-
 phrase of Plotinus called the 'Theology of Aristotle' (Cf. C. Brockel-
 mann, GAL I, p. 22, Suppl. I, p. 364. G. Graf, Geschichte I, p. 228 f.
 P. Kraus, Plotin chez les Arabes [cf. above p. 95 n. 4], p. 267 n. 4 p. 290 ff.
 Cf. also below p. 113); he worked for Al-Kindi like Astat (Eusthatius?)
 (Fihrist p. 25I, 27 f. Fliigel. Cf. below p. I2I), whose translation of most
 of the books of Aristotle's Metaphysics is now available for study in
 Bouyges' recent edition.

 Also older Syriac translations of early Islamic times were still used
 in the ioth century in the Baghdad philosophical school with which
 we are concerned. We hear of the translations by the Jacobite Atha-
 nasius of Balad (died A.D. 696, cf. Georrp. 26, Baumstark, Geschichte,
 p. 256 f.) of the Prior Analytics and the Topics (cf. also below p. II3,
 II4), and of those by his companion, the great Jacob of Edessa (died
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 A.D. 708) of the Categories and by the Maronite Theophilus of
 Edessa (died A.D. 785) of the Prior Analytics2 (cf. below p. II2, 114),
 The earlier Syriac translations which are used in the recent critical
 editions of the Greek texts of the Categories, the HIepi p[lqveiaC and
 the Prior Analytics seem not to have been known to them, I mean
 those due to the Nestorian Pr6bha (middle of the 5th century) 3 and
 the Jacobite Sergius ar-Ra's'aini (died A.D. 536) 4. Also the trans-
 lations of the same three works by Athanasius of Balad's pupil G e o rge,
 Bishop of the Arabs 5 in Kufa (died A.D. 724) are not referred to by the
 loth century philosophers and editors of Baghdad.

 The Greek commentators most frequently quoted by name are
 Simplicius, well known as one of the last teachers in the pagan Platonic
 Academy at Athens, who went for a short time to Persia after Justinian
 had closed down the school in 529 (for the Categories) 6 and the Christian
 Monophysite John Philoponus of Alexandria (for the Posterior

 Analytics) 7. An unknown, probably later Alexandrian ,, \1 (not =

 Elias) in whom Al-Hasan ibn Suwar seems to have been particularly

 1 Cf. Georr p. 26. Baumstark, Geschichte, pp. 248 ff. Georr has edited his Syriac version of the

 Categories, pp. 253-316, cf. G. Furlani in Rivista degli Studi Orientali 25, I950, p. IOI ff. Cf. also
 below p. II2.

 2 Georr p. 30 f. Baumstark, Geschichte, p. 341 f. He was in the service of the caliph al-Mahdi,
 and is credited with a translation of Homer into Syriac, cf. G. Levi della Vida, Journal of the
 American Oriental Society 70, I950, p. I86 n. 28.

 3 Cf. A. Baumstark, Geschichte, p. I02. Georr p. 14 f. J. G. E. Hoffmann, De Hermeneuticis
 apud Syros Aristoteleis, Leipzig I873. A. Baumstark, Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie I3, I898-9, pp.
 II7 ff. A. Nagy, Una versione siriaca inedita degli Analitici di Aristotele, Rendiconti dell' Accademia
 dei Lincei, serie V, tom. VII, Roma I898, p. 321 f. - Probha's translation of Anal. Pr. I I-7 has

 been used by Sir David Ross in his recent critical edition of the Greek text (Aristotle's Prior and
 Posterior Analytics, Oxford I949), cf. Ross pp. 89 ff.

 4 Cf. A. Baumstark, Geschichte, p. I67 ff. Georr p. I7 ff. L. Minio-Paluello has used his translation

 of the Categories in manuscript in his recent critical edition of the Categories and the IIpl ep pl]veiaS

 (Aristotelis Categoriae et Liber de Interpretation, Oxford I949), cf. Minio p. XVII. Georr (p. X)
 promises an edition of his commentary on the Categories. - We know that Sergius' Syriac trans-
 lations were not appreciated in Hunain's school, cf. the index of Bergstrasser's edition of Hunain's
 risala (mentioned above p. 94, n. I) s.v. and below p. 1o3 f.

 5 Cf. A. Baumstark, Geschichte, p. 257 f. Georr p. 27 f. - Edition: G. Furlani, Le Categorie e gli
 Ermeneutici di Aristotele nella versione syriaca di Giorgio delle Nazioni, Mem. Ace. Lincei, C1. Sc.
 Mor. VI 5, i, Roma I933; II primo libro dei Primi Analitici di Aristotele nella versione syriaca di
 Giorgio delle Nazioni, ibid. VI 5, 3, Roma I935. Both these versions have been used in the two
 recent critical editions of the Greek text. Cf. also L. Minio-Paluello, Class. Quart. I945, p. 63 ff.

 6 Cf. Ibn an-Nadim, Fihrist p. 268, 6 Fliigel and below p. Io5 ff.
 7 'Jacobite', Fihrist p. 254, 21 F. 249, I3 F. and below p. 131 ff. Cf. also M. Meyerhof, Johannes

 Grammatikos (Philoponos) von Alexandrien und die arabische Medizin, Mitteilungen des Deutschen
 Instituts fur agyptische Altertumskunde in Cairo 2, I932, pp. I ff.

 IO0
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 interested is quoted for the Prior Analytics (cf. below p. io6 ff.). Ale-
 xander of Aphrodisias (cf. below p. Io3 f., 131, 132)1, Porphyry
 and Themistius (cf. below p. I09) are also mentioned. But it is obvious
 that the Arabic commentators largely used their Greek predecessors,
 even where they do not actually refer to them.

 This is the basis of Aristotle reading in Baghdad, in the Ioth and in
 the beginning of the IIth century.

 IV. KHALIL GEORR'S EDITION OF THE CATEGORIES

 (cf. above p. 92: I)

 The new texts provide us with so much new information that a more
 detailed description of the most important material, however incomplete
 and provisional it may be, seems justified.
 The edition of the Categories by Al-Hasan ibn Suwar is based on

 Yahya ibn 'Adi's autograph ('corrected from it') and, in addition,
 collated with another copy of the same autograph (Cf. F. Rosenthal,
 The Technique etc., p. 23), due to another eminent pupil of Yahya ibn
 'Adi, the Jacobite Abfi 'Ali 'Isa ibn Ishaq ibn Zur'a (942-I008; M.
 Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien p. 422 [36]. G. Graf, Geschichte II, p. 252 ff.
 C. Brockelmann, GAL I, p. 229, Suppl. I, p. 37I. Schacht-Meyerhof
 [above p. 95 n. 3] p. 8I. R. Walzer, Galen On Jews and Christians, Oxford
 1949, p. 91 ff.). He is also mentioned as the translator of Nicolaus' of
 Damascus five books On the Philosophy of Aristotle (Fihrist p. 264, 26 f.
 Qifti p. 246, 4 L.), some fragments of which can now be studied in
 Bouyges' edition of Averroes' commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics.
 (Cf. Orientalia 20, 1951, p. 338). Yahya in his turn collated his own copy
 so closely with Ishaq ibn Hunain's autograph that he also reproduced
 the pointing and spelling of the original (No. I30 Georr: p. I8I transl.,
 p. 386 text). He mentions, in one place, that Ishaq wrote madd with an

 alif (L,) and, accordingly, does the same (no. 67 Georr: p. 176,
 381. Cf. Bouyges, Bibl. Ar. Schol. IV p. I79). There may have been many
 more notes of a similar kind which Al-Hasan ibn Suwar or the scribe of

 the Paris MS. did not care to copy. Occasionally Yahya ibn 'Adi tries
 to improve upon Ishaq's text: cap. I0, 12 b 26 Ishaq translated vavtac
 by al-mu.ddf (== -o xrpoa ), and Yahya corrected this apparent blunder,
 due to some inattention, into al-mudadda (no. II2 Georr: p. I79, 384).
 The Paris MS 2 has Ishaq's reading with Yahya's correction, the Egypt-

 1 Cf. Topics III I, p. 533 n. i Badawi = Alexander In Top. p. 224, 19 Wallies.
 2 p (Bouyges) C (Georr.) Why this confusing change of sigla?

 IOI
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 ian MS 1 (which is taken from Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's pupil, the great
 Nestorian author AbiP'l Faraj 'Abdallah ibn at-Tayyib's (died A.D.
 1043) 2 unpublished commentary of the Categories) has al-adddd3.
 Yahya proposed cap. 3, ib Io ff. to change the order of words in Ishaq's
 translation (which follows the Greek text very closely), but Al-Hasan
 ibn Suwar did not accept his master's suggestion although he reports it 4.
 In comparison with e.g. the Prior and Posterior Analytics, there are very
 few references to Syriac variant readings, and it looks as if, in this case,
 they have not been added by Yahya ibn 'Adi, who, evidently, was
 satisfied to have compared Ishaq's autograph, but by Al-Hasan ibn
 Suwar who claims to have himself translated into Arabic the Syriac
 texts which he quotes. For the sentences cap. 3, I b i6 T&iv ~T,pov
 yev?ov 5) xo& PLY) Un' &?XXXa TTaXypevov rspoL 'O fij8e xocX ax a acpopod
 Al-Hasan ibn Suwar (no. 50 Georr: p. I74/380) translates the
 Syriac versions of Hunain ibn Ishaq, of Jacob of Edessa (cf. above
 p. ioo n. I) and of an otherwise apparently unknown monk Yiib
 (Job of Edessa). jHunain's version reproduces the Greek almost
 literally but evidently did not appeal to Ishaq's sense of Arabic style.
 The differences observed make us only regret that the late Arabic critic
 was unable to compare the Greek as well. Cap. 2. I a I8 we find in the
 Arabic instead of cvOprono vLxa5 a bull who is victorious, cf. I a 19.
 (No. 33 Georr: p. I64/372. Georr gives the Syriac words cf. above-
 A similar change in Prior Anal. I, 4 26 a ii ff. Cf. Badawi, Mantiq
 Aristi I, p. 114 n. 4 and below p. 117). The learned Ioth century
 critic tells us on the margin that the Syriac translation (by Hunain?)
 had the same word as the one found in all the Greek manuscripts. A
 Syriac gloss is quoted in connection with cap. I.1 a 6 (UuvcIvupCx) 6.
 Ishaq is blamed, rightly, for having misunderstood the first sentence
 of the book, probably again by Ibn Suwar (no. 5 Georr: p. I60/369).
 (It is puzzling, however, to find that Ibn Suwar refers to the Syriac
 and to the Greek. But he may owe this information to a Greek comment-
 ary which he used in Syriac or Arabic translation.)

 1 t (Bouyges) P (Georr)!
 2 M. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien, p. 425 (39), G. Graf, Geschichte I, p. o05, p. I60. C. Brockelmann,

 GAL I, p. 635, Suppl. I, p. 884. Schacht-Meyerhof, The medico-philosophical controversy, pp. I4,
 43, n. 2I, 58, 68, 84, 87 f. Cf. below p. ro6.

 3 Thus Bouyges and Georr. Badawi does not mention it in his very careless re-edition of the text
 (Mantiq Aristu pp. 1-56).

 4 No. 49 Georr: p. 173/379. Georr does not translate the Arabic into French but into Greek.
 This is apt to mislead the non-Orientalist.

 5 To be read irzpoye?vov cf. Minio's edition, quoted above p. 0oo n. 4.
 6 No. 20 Georr (p. 162/370) I a 26 (no. 43 Georr). Ishaq's Arabic is certainly more adequate

 than the Syriac quoted.
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 Ishliq and Hiunain both understood Greek, and their links with the
 best tradition of the Greek texts are hinted at in some marginal notes.
 The most interesting passage is the following. Ishdq has cap. i, i a 6-7
 the text in the same form as we read it in the most recent critical edition

 by Minio and as it was, incidentally, read by Simplicius Categ. p.
 28, 12 Kalbfleisch (O&vayx6cL o5v -? -roi zov& -o ouvo.tc npoaO'x-y), who is
 everywhere the main source of the Arabic commentary: auvw'vu.u 8'
 Xiye,-(L cv -o6 re 6Vo%L( XOLV6v xOd 0 xtOC 'rOuvo Lta ?G6yoq -r
 o a L a s 6 mli6o. After pointing out that the Greek MSS. differ but that
 the majority of them agree with Islhq, Jbn Suwdr continues: "The
 following text exists in some manuscripts (for once I follow Georr's
 way of giving the Greek text): " wuvC'vuVa (6E6vulia: uncorrected
 printing mistake in Georr's translation) 8' e Xeyvro uv t6 -e 6vo[I.a tJ6VOV

 XQLVOVI xcti 6 O6yo4 6 xcT64. The copy of Jamblichus" - read ~AA

 instead of - "does not have the word o'aatc" - Simpl.
 Cat. p. 34, 27 K.: 6 s' 'I14tPXLXoq &veu toi rU otaatocq' - "he also says

 that the words xatt& to ovolto (<" A .o \ do not exist in some
 manuscripts and that one must supply them in thought, and Syrianus
 (Cf. below p. I07) agrees with him." - Simpi. Cat. p. 34, 29 K.: 67rea-%t'
 VM,O oae Otnt Lv LV50L4 &vqtryp&cpotL oij (pstocr. -o 'XOd 6 xa0ct tcovoutat ?o6yo4'

 Xact 0tt -JrpOataXCXOUetV OezL jXOAOt)7aev Oe tfl 'lCILPALXOU YPatqy Xztr O

 EupLOxv64 1). - "Alexander's text is like Ishdq's text but he has dropped
 the words xoct t ou'voLto and says one has to supply them in thought".
 Simpl. Cat. p. 34' 31 K.: xoct 6 'A?6&xv8po \ 8v 6ve'ffr 7ep\ rp-jv ypaOcp'lv
 Oitrcoq YP&4atC. aUVC~VI.ya 8~ ?gYstCt ijV t6 -E 6 VO.lOC xotviv xcc 6 L 6yo4 6 t0

 otaiasC 6C at&zo4. '7CpoantatxoUeL 8 ' xOc\t Oc&"k '8e1' Ipya\v o '6 xaOCT Mo\vOpLat

 (No. 21 Georr: p. i62 f. / 371). Cf. Minio's apparatus criticus. Cf. also
 G. Bergstrasser, IHunain ibn Ishdq und seine Schule p. 45, 1. 3I).- We did
 not realise before that the most subtle questions of textual criticism
 as discussed by Simplicius were still fully known ? 1ooo in Baghdad.
 But this is not an isolated example.

 In connection with cap. 8, 9 a 23 f. -ty8&v 7t&axetv we are told in
 the margin that one has to supply in thought the words U'no tFov
 tux6vtcov (not &TC6, as Georr prints it. Cf. no. 85: p. I77/382). We learn
 from Dr. Minio's edition of the Greek text that the words in question
 (which modern editions rightly omit) were actually to be found in the
 Jacobite Sergius' Syriac translation (who studied in Alexandria), in his

 1 This dispenses with Georr's interpretation of the corrupt Arabic word - Y,L- - as
 'Severus'.
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 contemporary the Jacobite John Philoponus' commentary on the passage
 (p. I46, 24 Busse) and in the gth century Ambrosianus n which is now
 considered to provide the relatively best evidence of the Greek text of
 the Organon (Cf. Sir David Ross's edition of the Prior and Posterior
 Analytics p. 89 ff. Cf. below p. 115 ff., 134 ff.) Hiunain's critical attitude
 towards the Syriac translators in general and Sergius in particular is
 well known from Hunain's Galen-risdla (Cf. above p. Ioo n. 4). Yahya
 ibn 'Adi and Al-Hasan ibn Suwar apparently base their commentary
 on the Categories on Simplicius, and not on John Philoponus (whose
 commentary was known to the Arabs as well, cf. below p. io6.
 whereas they followed the late Alexandrian Jacobite tradition in the
 case of the Posterior Analytics.

 Of linguistic notes, concerning the difference between Greek and
 Arabic, of which Hunain is known to be fond (Cf. e.g. Galen On medical
 experience, cap. XVI), only two are worth mentioning. In connection
 with cap. 8, o1 b 5 ff.: "Sometimes the man who takes his character
 from a quality has a name that is not a derivation, as in the case of
 otousarocq (mujtahid) and aper]T (fadila) (Cf. Simpl. Categ. 3I, 24:
 oM8 OV C o T-q 7MOuOS 6 (7toU80CZo4;, 7CapcWvvUO.tq o r7ousa8ioo (Av yap 6
 Trv apsT7rv eXcov) we are told: "He wants to say (yadhab ild an) that it
 is not customary in the Greek language, as it is in other languages, to
 derive 'excellent' (f.dil) from excellence (fad1la), but that one says
 instead of it 'serious' (mujtahid)". (No. 96 Georr: p. I78/383-read
 makdnahi instead of makdn. - Theodore abfi Qurra renders a7rou8oaLoq
 by dhu fada'il, An. Pr. II 27, 70 a 17, the Hunain pupil Abi 'Uthman
 ad-Dimashqi, Top. V 3, I3I b 2 by fddil, but over the line we find muj-
 tahid, p. 595, i Badawi. - This note is only concerned with the word
 as attribute of persons not of things).

 The category 'X?Lv 'to have' is rendered by lahu in the Arabic version.
 This involves some incongruencies with normal Arabic usage, as, e.g.,
 in the case of 'having a coat or tunic (cap. 15, 15 b 22)': "He says this
 (laha _taub) according to Greek custom instead of the Arabic way of
 speech "alaihi taub', and in the same way instead of "'alaihi hdtam'
 'lahui hdtam' (no. I30 Georr: p. 181/386). The same difficulty arises two
 lines below: "a jar is said to 'have' wine, and a corn-measure wheat".
 Here, the translator had to say even in the context instead of XeAyrca
 'the Greeks say' and to add that the Arabs must say f[. The same is
 emphasized in a marginal note (no. 131 Georr: p. I81/386).

 These are a few passages from the marginal notes published by
 Georr for the first time which deserve to be singled out for comment.
 Before I turn to the contents of Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's commentary

 I04
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 on the argument of the Categories or rather what remains of it in the
 Paris MS, I have to point out that an editor of an Arabic commentary
 on a Greek philosopher makes his task unnecessarily difficult if he omits
 to compare cognate Greek texts.

 On p. 130, i8 (361, 17) Georr we meet the word balanturd (L~j~ait) as an example of a meaning-

 less expression (al-al/@; ghair ad-ddlla: VEnq &a7jL0L). This is since early Stoic thought the stock

 example for a meaningless word and to be read P Xr3lUpL, a word which imitated, in the

 Greek view, the twang of a harp (Cf. e.g. M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa, Gbttingen I949, I p. 43, II p. 2I ff.
 Stoic. Vet. Fragm. III Diog. Bab. 20 Amim). Examples of its use are to be found in Greek expla-
 nations of the Categories, e.g. in Simplicius, Cat. p. I2, 3I; 27, i8, 31; 41, I3; 124; i8i and also

 in Arabic, e.g. in Galen's work llcp' 'rijv lovXtLxCv 6votckkrov (cf. above p. 95 n. 2) fol. 84" (p. 8 n. 3
 of the German translation) and in three other places in the same book. It is always connected (e.g.

 in the work of Galen just referred to) with another meaningless word, axWvaacoq, for which
 Ibn Suwdr or some predecessor substituted the well known non-existing fabulous animal Canqa)

 mughrib (instead of Georr's canqd-macreb). Other certain emendations, guaranteed by Greek parallels,

 first found by S. M. Stem-Oxford, are the following ones: I) p. 152, 6 (363, 6) Georr: Adrastus,

 not Daristros (reading a1~.>l for L,,. of Aphrodisias (saec. II A.D.) called the
 Catagories Hp6 rCv T67Tcv (Simpl. Cat. p. i6, i ff. K), Plotinus, not Pholotius (reading LA_..P

 for LT 4oP) Hlep' ri5v yevcov roi3 0vvor (Simpl. Cat. p. i6 ff. K) 2) p. 152, I7 if., p. 363, ii ff.

 Georr is almost identical with Simpl., Cat. p. i8, i6 if. (Sinplicius is quoted by name to be read

 cr~iL instead of lw ')): taroped 8 6 "A`p~aoro (not Aristos, reading L,TaL ?\ for

 e'V ll Hep'L -T q t&kE ecoq -rCv 'AptatotiXouq &rL cpeP' a xc o t V XMOy)JYOPL(OV
 PLP3?tov j 'ApLatorhXouq xxi ocCt u',rob v ppmX xmAt auv'rotov xoxr& T-3v X6tLV xori 8LmLpea'aLv

 6?tyows aL ep4eLvov, 4kxpiv 8 'egXov '-iCv ijv7cv ro y'v 6anv', 7rX?Ooq 8'6 =EXCOu kxwre'pou
 ,r ocur6 &tvoyp9Lcpet, coa-r tro fpopmX6 xaxtck Tl)v ?46lv eTcv 55 auvr6V.coq &xciatou r6C,v
 e7rLXSLP7Wt&ro)V extLrtOetikvv. 3) The man referred to p. 155, I P. 364 last line Georr is not

 Arkhotus but again Archytas (so in the Arabic text c,l~ ) ? Simplicius is again mentioned

 by namie p. i69, 30, p. 377, 7; the criticism of Porphyry referred to is to be found Simpl. Cat.
 p. 48, 33 if. K.

 Al-Hasan ibn Suwdr's introduction to the study of the Categories, which leads up to the ex-
 planation of single concepts and phrases, is based on a scheme which was commonly used in the
 late Alexandrian school, not only for Aristotle, but also for other text books, but does not seem to

 be older than Proclus to whom its definite adoption is ascribed (cf. Elias In Categ, p. 107, 24 Busse),

 cf., e.g., "xo7t6q (p. 149/361: cf. Simpl. Cat. 9, 3 if. K.), X;p~m[Lov (p. I51/362; cf. Simpi. I3, 27 if.),
 OCzUrt -jq 'MypOcPS (p. I52/363; cf. Simpi. I5, 26 if.), ei yv'atov r' PLfPLOv (p. 152/363;
 cf. Simpl. i8, 7 ff.), 'nT6 toLoV (lip0 rTjq cqL?aocp'Mq (p. 154/364; cf. Simpl. 20, 8 if.),
 r& xerpc(xtaCx &LaspeaL (p. 154/364; cf. Simpi. i8, 22 if.).

 There is nothing to compel us to assume a commentary previous to
 Simplicius as the Arab commentator's ultimate source, since his refe-
 rences to earlier commentators are all given by Simplicius as well.
 (Alexander: cf. above. - Porphyry: no. i Georr p. 154 / 364, cf. Simpi.

 Cf. 'r& 9n7l, below p. 136 and, e.g., Th. Ndldeke, Kurzge/asste Syrische Grammatik ? i5. Ibn an-

 Nadim spells the name ,L, Fihr. p. 248, 21 Fliigel.
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 Cat. 173 ff. K; no. 35 Georr p. 168/376, cf. Simpl. Cat. 48, I3 ff. K.
 Ammonius no. 4 Georr p. I60/369, cf. Simpl. Cat. I8, 9 ff. K. But certain
 considerations make it more probable that he used a later Alexandrian
 commentator of the Categories who in his turn depended on Simplicius,
 and probably was a Christian. The examples referred to sometimes differ
 slightly from those used by Simplicius, and the whole commentary is an
 odd mixture of detailed argument and short notes. A definite answer
 will not be possible, until the commentary by Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's
 pupil Abu'l Faraj 'Abdallah ibn at-Tayyib (cf. above p. I02 n. 2)-whose
 quotations of the Aristotelian text are used in Bouyges' and Georr's
 edition and completely neglected by Badawi-is published.

 For the time being a guess may be ventured. Of sixth and seventh
 century commentaries on the Categories the following are mentioned
 by Ibn an-Nadim (p. 248, 20 f. Fl.): Simplicius, John Philoponus,
 Stephanus of Alexandria (beginning of saec. VII, cf. H. Usener, De
 Stephano Alexandrino, Kleine Schriften III, p. 247 ff.) and the mysterious

 ~,y1J who, according to Ibn al-Qifti (p. 164, I7 Lippert) commented
 on the 'four books' on logic, i.e. Isagoge, Categories, De interpretatione,
 Prior Analytics. Al-Hasan ibn Suwar seems to have taken a special
 interest in the work of this otherwise unknown and presumably late
 Alexandrian commentator, and we learn that he translated the part on
 the Isagoge and the Categories from Syriac into Arabic and that this

 commentary had the form of marginal notes (baU I, 323, 20 M.). ,^\
 commentary on the II[pLt ipPveiOc is quoted in the Paris MS. (cf.

 the note in the beginning of the fIIpl e ppPVLzo fol. I79 a .JVYM jV. \

 i'\ ~ r.<\ Ls; L c); it is also referred to in a debate between Ibn
 Ridwan and At-Tayyib's pupil Ibn Bult.n, where it is emphasized
 that Aristotle was also criticised in this commentary (Cf. Rosenthal,
 The technique etc. p. 54 n. I0 'Amicus Plato, magis amica veritas' and
 Meyerhof-Schacht, The medico-philosophical controversy, p. III translation,
 p. 75 Arabic text). A note from his commentary on the Prior Analytics
 is to be found in Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's treatment of the text. (Mantiq
 Aristu p. 103 n. 3 Badawi). His exposition of the Isagoge, in the form
 of marginal notes commented upon by Al-Hasan ibn Suwar 1), was still
 among the books used by Saladin's court physician Ibn al-Matran (died
 A.D. II9I) (cf. La revue de l'Academie Arabe de Damas 3 (I923) p. 7
 [S. M. Stern]. R. Walzer, Galen On Jews and Christians p. 87). I believe
 then that this Greek commentator-however his name is to be spelled

 1 Cf. now Badawi, Mantiq Aristu III, p. I043 n. 5; p. 1045 n. ;p. I047 n. 2; p. io6I n. 2.

 io6
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 (Aelianus? A. Miiller in Fliigel's edition of the Fihrist II p. 114 and
 following him Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien, p. 35/42I, very unlikely;
 'Albinus'; Ibn al-Qifti p. 35 n. 6 Lippert) was the main authority in
 Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's lecture course on the Categories. Yahya ibn 'Adi's
 text was its base; but Yahya's commentary, which had been com-
 missioned by Abil Sulaiman al-Mantiqi and which was based on Ale-
 xander's lost Greek commentary (cf. Fihrist p. 248, 24f. F.) is only
 twice referred to (no. 24: p. 163/371; no. 49: p. I73/379 Georr).

 V. ON THE ARABIC VERSION OF THE DE INTERPRETATIONE

 The marginal notes of the HIIpl kp,v.i,ocS a small part of which I
 studied in a photograph, are still unpublished, but they will be in-
 cluded in a later volume of Badawi's edition. No new evidence for the

 text has turned up since Pollack's edition. The Paris MS. again depends
 on Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's text which reproduces Yahya ibn 'Adi's copy
 of Ishaq ibn Hunain's autograph, and has, like the Categories, been
 collated with ibn Zur'a's copy of Yahya. All the Syriac and Arabic
 translations have changed the order of words of the Greek text in
 I6a 2 (n` 6atrv oin6cp9a xal xt racpao ) giving to 'affirmation' the first
 place and to 'denial' the second. I wish to point out that this problem
 was already discussed by the ancient commentators, as we learn from
 Boethius (Commentarii in libros Aristotelis IIspl ?pviLvtoac II p. I8, 26 ff.
 Meiser, cf. the Greek commentary by Ammonius p. I6, 31 ff. Busse),
 and that Syrianus, the master of Proclus (who became head of the
 Academy in 431/2), was in favour of this reading. Now the first Syriac
 translator of the 5th century, the Nestorian Pr6bha, a contemporary of
 Syrianus, has the same reading (cf. J. G. E. Hoffmann, ad locum). It has
 been suggested, on different grounds, that this translator has close
 connections with Syrianus (cf. A. Baumstark, Aristoteles bei den Syrern
 I, Leipzig I900, p. 142 ff.). The analysis of Al-Kindi's treatise on the study
 of Aristotle has also shown that a Syriac tradition in which Al-Kindi was
 interested was particularly close to the Athenian school and at variance
 with the philosophical school of Alexandria with which the Christian
 translators of the Ioth century and Al-Farabi appear to be intimately
 connected (cf. Guidi-Walzer, Studi su al-Kindi I, Roma I940, Memorie
 dell'Accademia dei Lincei Ser. VI, vol. IV, p. 375-390). Al-Kindi's
 interest in Plotinus-in Aristotelian disguise-which he shares, as some
 other features, with Avicenna (cf. Avicenna's commentary, published
 by Badawi, Aristf 'inda 'l-'Arab pp. 35-74 and now G. Vajda, Les notes
 d'Avicenne sur la Theologie d'Aristote, Revue Thomiste 1951, pp. 346-406).

 I07
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 Richard Walzer

 also connects him rather with the Athenian than with the Alexandrian

 tradition. For the time being, these are only guesses though, in my view,
 likely guesses. They are published in the hope that some other student
 of Islamic Philosophy may have made similar observations.

 VI. BADAWI'S EDITION OF THE PRIOR ANALYTICS

 A.

 The Arabic of the Prior Analytics yields copious information for
 the textual and exegetical work of the Ioth century Aristotelians. The
 manuscript is copied from Al-Hasan ibn Suwar's autograph which he
 composed in A. H. 408 (A.D. IOI8). (Cf. p. 228 Badawi and note. Georr
 [p. 192] reads in the year 409 of Alexander, i.e. A.D. 98I, without com-
 ment) 1. He copied, but not without criticism and some additions of his
 own (cf. below) the autograph of Yahya ibn 'Adi, who had reached the
 end of the 7th chapter of the first book on Saturday the 25 Rabi' al-
 Auwal A. H. 3I7 = A.D. 929, i.e. when he was 36 years old (p. I32 n. I
 Badawi). We knew already that Yahya ibn 'Adi was neither a doctor
 like Al-Hasan ibn Suwar (cf. above p. 97 n. I) or Abui'l Faraj ibn at-
 Tayyib (who was also secretary of the Katholikos, cf. above p. o02 n. 2),
 Abfi 'Uthman ad-Dimashqi (cf. above p. Ioo) or Ar-Razi or Avicenna
 nor a tutor of princes like Al-Kindi, nor a high political dignitary like
 Avicenna, but earned his livelihood as a distinguished copyist of manu-
 scripts. (Cf. Ibn al-Qifti p. 361 Lippert; A. Mez, Renaissance des Islam,
 Heidelberg 1922, p. 176). We learn now from one of his notes that his
 father had already copied philosophical manuscripts which the son
 consulted and that he had evidently inherited the craft from him (p. I44
 n. 5 Badawi). We are also introduced to a learned copyist of Yahya's
 autograph, Abu Bakr, (p. I27 n. 3, p. I29 n. 4, p. 133 n. 3), whom we
 can by chance identify as Abfi Bakr al-Adami al-'Attar to whom the
 master addressed a risala (Ibn al-Qifti p. 363, i6).

 According to Ibn an-Nadim Abu Bishr Matta was the first to com-
 ment upon the whole of the Prior Analytics in Arabic (p. 249, IO ff.).

 Before him his teacher Abu Ishaq Ibrahim cLSj who came to Baghdad

 between 892 and 902 (cf. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien p. 28/414; Fihrist
 p. 249, 9 f. Georr p. I99 f. A. Baumstark, Aristoteles bei den Syrern
 I p. 140) commented upon the first three figures, i.e. An. Pr. I I-7. Abu

 1 If this date is correct - the reading of the MS does not seem absolutely certain - it reproduces
 a lecture course given by the author in advanced years (he was born in A.D. 942), and if we are to
 believe the biographical traditions followed by Meyerhof (Von Alexandrien p. 42I/35 n. 3) - not
 in Baghdad but in Khwarizm or Ghazna: which seems very unlikely.

 Io8
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 Bishr's commentary was used by his pupil Yahya ibn 'Adi, and he is
 still four times referred to by name in the Paris MS (p. 156 n. 3; p. 181
 n. I; p. 278 n. I; p. 301 n. 2). He was not only interested in the argument
 of Aristotle's lecture courses but also in textual criticism; since however
 he did not know any Greek (cf. D. S. Margoliouth, The Discussion -
 above p. 97 - p. 114), he could only fall back on earlier Arabic, and to
 a much larger degree, on Syriac translations whose variant readings
 he translated into Arabic. II 16.64 b 30 xoca yp ei (Arabic imma =
 1) aXoq JLY auXXooytcax- + mimmd qila: "Marginal note in the hand-
 writing of the excellent Yahya, God have mercy on him. 'The words
 mimmd qila are not in the Syriac'" (No specific version is mentioned as
 so often, cf. below p. II4). Abu Bishr, may he live long (cf. p. 97 and
 p. o08) says that the addition is wrong (khata'), not needed and spoils
 the meaning." (p. 278 n. I Badawi, cf. the equally definite judgment
 of Yahya b. 'Adi below p. iI). A glance at the Greek text shows that his
 judgment is correct The tradition thus established was carried on and
 developed in his school. The only Greek commentator mentioned in

 the MS - except o~1\ whom Al-Hasan ibn Suwar may have brought
 in (p. I03 n. 3; cf. above p. o06) - is Themistius (p. I07 n. 8), and Abui
 Bishr may depend mainly on him, since we learn from Ibn an-Nadim
 (Fihrist p. 249, 5 ff. Fl.) that he translated, i.e. from the Syriac, the last
 three books of his commentary, the Greek of which is lost (Comm. in
 Arist. Graeca XXIII 3 is spurious). It will then have been Abui Bishr
 who selected Theodore abii Qurra's Arabic translation as a textbook
 to be read in the philosophical school, rejected Yahya ibn al-Bitriq's
 translation (mentioned, with disapproval p. 1I2 n. 5, cf. below p. II6)
 and three other unspecified earlier Arabic translations (p. 141, nr. 2 and
 3) and did not embark on a new translation, based on Hunain's and
 Ishaq's recent Syriac text (cf. below p. 113 f.). To select a pre-Hunainian
 translation as a textbook seems to have been not unusual. The greater
 part of the Metaphysics was read in Astat's translation (cf. above p. 99),
 De caelo (cf. Ritter-Walzer, Arabische Ubersetzungen griechischer Arzte
 in Stambuler Bibliotheken Si Ber Preuss. Ak. d. W. 1934 XXVI p. 827 (29)
 n. 6) 1 in Yahya ibn al-Bitriq's (cf. above p. 99 f.) translation, according
 to Ibn an-Nadim (Fihrist p. 250, 28 f.), with whom one may compare

 Averroes, De caelo III expos. 35: "Haec intentio (j,) est difficilis
 ad intelligendum ex ista translatione quam modo habemus ... nos enim
 non habemus nisi translationem al-Kindi" (i.e. the translation made for
 Al-Kindi!) "Translationes autem veriores sunt Isaaci" (cf. A. Nagy,

 1 Catal. Codd. Mss. Orient. Mus. Brit. II, London 1846, p. 203.

 Iog
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 Beitrige zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters II 5, I897,
 p. 69; below p. 114 n. I). The same applies to Yahya ibn al-Bitriq's
 translation of the De animalibus (cf. Fihrist p. 251, 21 f. and Ritter-
 Walzer, Arab. Ubers. p. 805/7 n. 3 and p. 827/29 n. 7, G. Furlani, Le antiche
 versioni araba, latina ed ebraica del De part. animal. Riv. degli Studi
 Orientali 9, I92I, pp. 237 ff.). Also the Arabic version of Aristotle's
 Meteorology has survived in Yahya ibn al Bitriq's translation (Cf. Gnomon
 Io, 1934, p. 278 and L. Minio-Paluello, Note sull' Aristotele Latino Medie-
 vale, Riv. di Filosofia Neo-Scolastica 42, I95I, pp. 8 ff. of the offprint).
 Cf. also Na'ima's translation of the Sophistici Elenchi, below p. II3.

 As far as we can ascertain from the few explicit references, Yahya
 ibn 'Adi continued and developed his teacher's way of dealing with texts
 of Aristotle, consulting still other commentaries and additional sources
 for the Arabic text. Thus we have a long note at the beginning (p. I04

 n. II. The word 43JSiis to be added from the MS in 1. 5 after ii'\)

 where the examples quoted, Homer and the Persian King (b si'& \

 4U\ I L) reveal the Greek source, which, however, I have not been
 able to identify - cf. below p. 133 on Heraclitus). His critical note on the

 archetype of the text, p. 125 n. 3, is not clear to me: .\ial\ 'j
 .J\\ 3J\a (read j) O : ' ': . P. I34 n. 5 he puts forward a
 sensible emendation of what is evidently a slight corruption in Theodore's

 Arabic text (azunnuhiu, for the expression cf. p. 131), which however does

 not fully restore the original Greek; I 9, 30 a 3I: '4Cov [dv yop 6 ovOpeTroS

 eS avaCyxs sCTLv (MS L;)3: Yahya) Lj\\ (MS J?S: Yahya) JI jO

 jLtL. Lg.. P. I4I n. 2 and 3 he discusses hitherto neglected sources
 of evidence (Cf. below p. II3). Like Abui Bishr he does not withhold his
 judgment, cf. p. 144 n. 5. (Cf. above p. I09) - the exact reference is to
 1. 8 Badawi-where he declares: "The words are to be read and not to be

 thrown out". There is a gloss by Yahya p. I73 n. 3; p. 284 n. 2 (Cf. below
 p. II9). Pp. 30I n. 3, 302 n. 2, 304 n. I Ibn Suwar mentions that he found
 Syriac explanatory notes on the margin of Yahya's autograph and that
 he translated them into Arabic. (For Yahya cf. also his criticism of Abui
 'Uthman's translation of the Isagoge which he compares with the 'old'
 Syriac translations, Georr p. I94 and Mantiq Aristi III p. I052 n. 5).

 Before embarking on the analysis of the commentary in the shape
 given to it by Ibn Suwar (so far as the copyist of the Paris MS has pre-
 served it), this should be emphasized: As interesting as the interpre-
 tation of all this new material may be for its own sake, its detailed

 IIO
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 treatment can only be justified if we realize that we are entitled to take
 this kind of commentary as a pattern, I mean that this was the way in
 which Greek philosophy was taught in the golden age of Islamic civi-
 lization, in gth and Ioth and IIth century Baghdad. The Paris MS and
 the many references in Averroes' larger commentaries are the only rem-
 nants of this remarkably high standard of philosophy reading in this time.
 Cf. e.g. Bibl. Arab. Schol. V 2 (above p. 96) p. [8] ff.: two translations of
 Metaph. o oXoarrov in Leiden MS); p. [I5] ff.: Metaph. F; op. cit. VII p.
 [60] ff.: Metaph. I; p. (70) ff.: two translations of Metaph. A in Leiden
 MS. and isolated references to different translations by Averroes.

 B.

 Unfortunately the editor does not inform us whether the notes are
 written by different hands, we learn only about their place in the MS,
 either above the word or on the margin (for the abbreviations used cf.
 Badawl Mantiq Aristi p. 6. Pages and lines of Bekker's edition are to
 be found on the outer margin of Badawi's text but are neither always
 reliable, nor, for obvious reasons, exactly corresponding). The notes
 contain explanations or, possibly, corrections of single words or concepts,
 or comment upon the arguments, or give textual variants, mainly from
 different Syriac translations. I propose to deal here with the textual
 variants in the first instance, because they constitute the most striking
 achievement of the Arabic commentators. The notes connected with

 single words are sometimes real corrections, sometimes grammatical
 equivalents (not always correct), sometimes adaptations to later philo-
 sophical terminology, and will have to be studied by whoever embarks
 on a badly-wanted Greek-Arabic and Arabic-Greek glossary of the
 Prior Analytics, on the basis of a new collation of the MS. Commentary
 upon the argument is mostly on traditional Greek lines (Cf. e.g. p. I03, I
 where the Xpq which is missing in the Greek - Ammonius, In Pr. An.
 p. 12.6.. XCErs, TO XP' - 'A-TTXO6V 8e T-r 6Oo; very characteristically not
 mentioned by Alexander - had to be added in the Arabic; or, e.g. p.
 I07 n. 2 and p. I03 n. 3 about the axo64o of the work. Cf. above p. I05);
 sometimes it reflects also topical discussion in Arabic circles of the ioth
 century. (Cf. P. Kraus, Jdbir ibn Hayydn II [cf. above p. 97 n. 4], p. 251
 n. 2). It also deserves an analysis in its own right.

 Compared with Hunain ibn Ishaq's editorial methods, who, however,
 was able to use older Syriac translations and manuscripts of the Greek
 originals alike, Ibn Suwar's procedure appears less daring, slightly un-
 decided but perhaps handicapped by his incapacity to compare the
 Greek as well as his Syriac and Arabic predecessors. Hunain's first step

 III
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 was always, as he tells us, to collect a number of Greek MSS (which were
 evidently available then in Islamic lands), to establish a reliable Greek
 text out of them and only then to embark on a Syriac or Arabic trans-
 lation. (Cf. Risdla, e.g., no. 3). In this he followed the best traditions
 of Greek scholarship, as practised, e.g., by Galen (whom he knew so
 well) with regard to Hippocrates - the best evidence is in an otherwise
 lost work by Galen which H.unain translated himself (Corp. Med. Graec.
 V. Io.2, 2: e.g. p. 233, I7 ff. - cf. above p. 93 and the review by H.
 Diller, Gnomon 22, 1950, pp. 226 ff. R. Walzer, Galen on Jews and
 Christians, Oxford I949, p. 83) - and by the commentators on Aristotle,
 which historians of classical scholarship appreciate so little. (Cf., e.g.,
 the passage from Ammonius, De interpr. p. 8, 24-28 Busse, quoted by
 Minio, p. XIII of 'the preface of his critical edition of the Aristotelean
 text). He was certainly familiar with the practice of earlier Syriac
 translators in this respect, especially translators of Scripture (Cf. F.
 Rosenthal, The Technique etc. p. 28 ff. and p. 28 n. 3 on Jacob of
 Edessa) - who laid particular emphasis on the problem of translation,
 which has scarcely existed for Greek philosophers and physicians (it did,
 however, exist for Latin versions of Greek philosophy, science, etc.).
 But it had been very real for translators of the Bible like Origen (Cf.
 e.g. P. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza, London I947, pp. I59 ff.) and St. Jerome
 (Cf. K. K. Hulley, Principles of textual criticism known to St. Jerome,
 Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 55, 1944, p. 87 ff.). The same
 applies, though in a minor degree, to the method followed by Syriac
 translators of theological and profane Greek texts. (For the Syriac
 translations of Christian authors like Gregory of Nyssa and Ps. Diony-
 sius the Areopagite cf. the very interesting, only too short statement of
 H. Langerbeck, Gnomon, 22, 1950, p. 377).

 Before I deal with Ibn Suwar's textual material in detail, I quote
 from a long note to be found in his treatment of the Sophistici Elenchi.
 After mentioning that there are earlier translations, he says: "Since we
 like to inform ourselves about the share of each of the previous translators,
 we have written out all the <three versions > which fell into our hands

 so that they can all be studied and help mutually towards the under-
 standing of the meaning". (Georr p. I99, cf. the last sentence on p. 200

 (JU s;1\ (3 ar t f c V^ S Yl^ , J i Je J w \; s

 Badawi reproduces on p. (30) of his general introduction the colophon
 which tells us that the first Arabic version copied was by Yahya ibn
 'Adi <made from the Syriac of Theophilus of Edessa> (Fihrist p.

 II2
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 249, 22 Fl. Cf. above p. IOO n. 2) and transcribed from Yahya's autograph
 by Al-Hasan ibn Suwar, that the second Arabic translation was by
 'Isa ibn Zur'a (Cf. above p. IoI) from the Syriac of Athanasius of Balad
 (Cf. above p. 99) and that again the autograph was copied by Ibn Suwar,
 that the third 'old' (qadZm) Arabic translation was attributed to Ibn
 Na'ima (cf. above p. 99) and copied by Ibn Suwar from a manuscript
 in the hand of the great philosopher Al-Farabi himself. In this extreme
 case, which reminds us of the & e'Xar-ov and the A of the Metaphysics
 in the Leiden MS (Cf. above p. II) Ibn Suwar has taken up an attitude
 similar to that followed by H. B. Swete in his Cambridge edition of the
 Greek Septuagint (The Old Testament in Greek, 3 Vols, Cambridge I887 ff.).
 He did not provide a definite text, as Hunain ibn Ishaq would have
 tried to do, but left the choice to the intelligent reader, not having, as
 in the case of the Categories and the De interpretatione, a translation
 of the school of Hunain at his disposal. He acts similarly in the case of
 the Prior Analytics, but he does not give the translations referred to
 in full - Yahya ibn al-Bitriq (Cf. above p. 99) and three unspecified
 'old' translations (p. I4I Badawi) - and refers in many passages to
 Syriac variant readings which he translates. He very seldom gives his
 own judgment, and only professes three times to have corrected the
 text of Theodore from the Syriac, p. 172 n. 2 (II 5) muslah min as-
 surydni (= aLopOoiv) 1, without specification, and so again p. 249 n. 3;
 p. 216 and n. i a lacuna of two lines is filled from the Syriac. That
 however he acted so consistently throughout, may be inferred from the
 interesting colophon of the second book of the Topics which seems to
 imply that at least in this case he relied on Abi Bishr's collation of
 Syriac MSS. Cf. below p. 133 n. I). Yahya ibn 'Adi's conjecture (p. 134
 n. 5, cf. above p. IIO) is not put into the text. (In accordance with Greek
 practice? Cf. P. Maas, Eusthatios als Conjecturalkritiker, Byzantinische
 Zeitschrift 36, I936, p. 28: ,,Lesungen, die als Conjecturen anerkannt
 waren, werden in den Text der Handschriften nicht vor I300 aufge-
 nommen.") His own judgment is withheld, according to the ruling
 referred to, but the variant readings mentioned in the notes are, as we
 shall see, mostly better than the text on which the reading of the book
 is based. It is a critical method which can be respected, and which is
 not without parallel in Byzantine philology.

 We knew from the Fihrist that Hunain embarked on a Syriac trans-
 lation of the Prior Analytics and that Ishaq finished it. We learn now
 that Hunain stopped at I I4, p. 33 b 14 and that the remaining part was

 1 Cf. e.g. Porphyry, Vita Plotini cap. 7. Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. V 28, I5.

 Oriens VI 8
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 done by Ishaq. (p. 148 n. 2 - cf. Georr p. 192). A man like Hunain would
 certainly have made a new translation on the basis of this Syriac text
 (cf. above p. III) but Ibn Suwar and his predecessor did not. The other
 Syriac translators mentioned by name are Athanasius (Badawi p. II3
 n. 4, p. II5 n. 4, p. II6 n. 2, p. 284 n. 2. Cf. the survey below) and
 Theophilus (p. Io5 n. 2, p. Io6 n. 3, p. IIo n. 4 p. III n. 2, p. 112 n. I,
 p. II3 n. 4, p. 115 n. 2, p. i6 n. 2, p. 284n. 2 and 3. Cf. the survey be-
 low), who were liked, as it appears, by Yahya and Ibn Zur'a respectively.

 Ibn Suwar's appreciation of Athanasius is unambiguously negative,
 as can be seen from his note at the end of the Sophistici Elenchi, which
 is also in other respects interesting. He says (Cf. Georr, p. I98 f., Badawi
 p. 30 f.) "The translator who wants to convey the meaning <of the
 author whom he translates > must understand the language from which

 he translates, (Jl. V, S1. Georr prints \?\ but translates cor-
 rectly) so that he can think in it ( j,i) like a native speaker of the
 language, and he must know how to use the language from which he
 translates and the language into which he translates. But the monk

 Athanasius did not understand (~, with Georr: ,sj Badawi) what
 Aristotle meant, and hence (.;~9 Badawi) mistakes have necessarily
 crept in." Those who based their Arabic translations on Athanasius
 had to change them, trusting to their better understanding of Aristotle's
 argument. 1 Theophilus of Edessa is once blamed very severely by
 Hunain (Risdla no. 84) for his rotten and bad translation (tarjama
 hab_ta radP'a) of Galen's 'TylLva, evidently made from one bad Greek
 MS, neither from more MSS nor from a philologically corrected text.

 Most of the Arabic translator's references to 'Syriac translations,
 of the Prior Analytics are given without the translator's name, and
 there is no way of ascertaining whether they go back to the Hunain-

 Cf. F. Rosenthal Review of Galen On medical experience, Isis 36, 1945-46, p. 253 f. (quotation
 from as-Safadi); "There are two methods of translation used by the translators. One is the method
 of Yuhanna ibn Bitriq, Ibn an-Ncaima al-Himsi and others. According to this method the trans-
 lator renders each Greek word by a single Arabic word of an exactly corresponding meaning, thus
 establishing the translation of one word after the other, until the whole has been translated.

 This method is bad on two counts. (i) There are no corresponding Arabic words for all Greek
 words; therefore, in this kind of translation many Greek expressions remain as they are. (2) Syn-
 tactic peculiarities and constructions are not the same in one language as in the other. Mistakes
 are also caused by the use of metaphors which are frequently used in all languages.

 The other method of translating into Arabic is that of Hunain ibn Ishaq, al-Jawhari and others.
 According to this method, the translator grasps in his mind the meaning of the whole sentence
 and then renders it by a corresponding sentence in Arabic, regardless of the congruence or lack of
 congruence of the individual words. This method is better. Therefore IHunain's books need no revi-
 sion, except in the field of mathematics which he did not completely master. Cf. below p. I20 ff.

 II4  Richard Walzer
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 school or to earlier translations. Since Badawi has not discussed them

 properly I give a full survey of all of them. (The commentary is by
 myself, unless the contrary is stated. Some variant Syriac readings,
 mentioned in Ross's edition (cf. Introd. p. 88 ff.), are also discussed,
 and so are the few Arabic variants listed by Ibn Suwar. About other
 MSS of Theodore's translation cf. below p. I20 ff.).

 C. 1

 (Th = Theodore abi Qurra)

 I I (Badawi p. I04 n. 3): The words 24 a 13 [z.lr - I4 rC1p8 are omitted by Th(eodore) but
 preserved in the Syriac translations.

 - (p. I05 n. 2): 24 a I9 ' [LY) TLV om. Theophilus.
 (p. 104 n. 3. misplaced by Badawi, should be p. I05 n. 5): The "Syriac translations" give

 a more exact rendering of 24 a 22 ;&Ocp4pCL - 25 6atLV Th. is rather free; p. Io5, 1. 6 I read

 .j;. .c>\ < .i,\>, with the Syriac and with n. 7, 1. 4 (cf. a 23 Xj.4q OarTpou [op(ou)

 (n. 7, 1. 2 read, with the MS \:1 instead of \i).

 - (p. 105 n. 8): Hunain's more exact and elegant translation of 24 a 25 f. o68sv - auX-
 XoyLatc6v is quoted.
 (p. io6 n. 3): 24 a 28 [LT - b&rrX) om. Theophilus, who probably reproduces a reading
 xaorcpzcaet i aTroPocaaL a 29.
 (p. io6 n. 5): Hunain's version, again, corresponds better to the Greek text of 24 a 29
 xaocTcpaCLq - Tp67rov.

 - (p. 107 n. 2 1. 13 read with the MS X 45 instead of .').
 - (p. 108 n. i): 24 b I7 auXXoyLa[.6q - 22 avayxaxov Th. om. the words b20o 6 - 21 Taura

 autla3cLv[Lv, which are provided by the "S(yriac translations)". Th. and S. translate
 TrLV(C bI9 with 'more than one', a MS quoted (wrongly) p. 107 n. 8 gives the exact trans-
 lation. Th. and the MS. read a 20 TOCUa' instead of the correct reading Ta5ur, presupposed

 by S. and, according to p. 107 n. 8. suggested by Themistius. (Cf. above p. o09). Instead of

 opou b22 Th. translates 'another thing' but S. have the equivalent for opou (Badawi prints

 ET _ O\c (., oi..j J\, but the MS has A. instead of ^ -p. 108, 7. I propose to read

 <~J\ > .\2,\ and not to charge the translator with the omission.
 (p. io8 n. 5): 24 b 26 Tro - b28 a6TrL om. Th. Added in the 'Syriac translations'.

 - (p. io8 n. 6): 24 b 28 XiyO[Ezv; above the line, in red 3,~j, for \i, \i : correct.

 I 2 (p. Io9 n. I): 25 a i Th. starts a main clause (XiLL J)), the 'Syriac translations' have

 .... O3 instead, which corresponds to the Greek beginning T1ei 8e 7aoa XpOT6CL.
 The words ~ TOU 3C apXeLv are rendered with ~L j$ O \ by Th., but, more
 appropriately, with ;.,j . \ , by S. (which, however, pervert the order of the al-
 ternatives which follow).

 1 Explanation of the Sigla used for the Greek MSS referred to in this section and in section VII:
 A = Urbinas 35, saec. IX vel X; B = Marcianus 20I, A.D. 995; C = Coislianus 330, saec. XI;

 d = Laurentianus 72, 5, saec. XI; n = Ambrosianus 490, saec. IX; Al = Alexander in An. Pr. I;
 Am = Ammonius in An. Pr. I; An = Anonymus in An. Post. II; P = Philoponus in An. Pr. et
 Post.; T = Themistius in An. Post.; Al1 = Alexandri, etc. citatio; Al' = Alexandri etc. lemma.
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 I 3 (p. IIo n. 4): 25 a 33 eL yap - 34 6xrpPXoL Th. refers ou8S to ?[ avcSyx-;, Theophilus ("I
 found this text in Theophilus' version like that") refers it to Tlvi T) B, more appropriately.

 Both fill up the conditional clauses with some explanatory words.

 (p. III n. 2): 25 a 38 'o &avoyxaoov xal TO [] dcvaoyxXoov, wrong Th. c, ~\\.) A c

 aS\ correct Theophilus: 5)\a>'\ O' ,.. Lt55-"[ (Does ja. presuppose another
 word in Th.'s Greek (?) MS.?).

 - (p. IIr n. 4): 25b 4 (a) rjCp 6E avoayxnS UotapXeLv (b) q T,() p LE av&yxn)S [PL UTapXfcv:
 (a) a&VayXrcq + [' A2 B2 C d Al George the Bishop of the Arabs (Athanasius' pupil, cf.
 above p. Ioo n. 5), Theodore: om. Ross with other Greek MSS and Probhd b) [vl' om. Th.;
 [q2 om. A B'C d Al and 'in the Syriac' - (I dont't understand p. II n. 8).

 - (p. iii, 1. I2): 25b 7 ouX on. Probha, George the Bishop. Th. does not follow this Syriac tra-
 dition.

 (p. II2, n. I): After 25 bg 7rp6TarCat Theophilus wrongly adds something like xal 6otOL)o

 o u x dXlrtaTp6>pet. This may also be an, equally wrong, correction of the preceding words
 (adding a wrong negation) - which may have slipped inadvertently into the text.

 (p. II2 n. 3): Th. has misunderstood the meaning of T(j) 7scpuxvaOL 25 b 14 ('it is natural')
 and translates 'in the natural things' subordinating it to (og &?Il o TOroXu. Ibn Suwar
 says in the note that the words in question are not 'in the Syriac' (which is certainly to be
 preferred to his version), but gives in the following note a quite mistaken explanation of
 Theodore's text without taking the 'Syriac' into account.

 (p. 112,1. 8): 25 b I7 aTep7:TLX om. Probha, George, Th.

 (p. 112 n. 5): 25 b I7 o' v 8 epEL aVTLrTp(p?tl ,,In Ibn al Bitrfq's translation: 'But the
 particular (scil. negative premiss) does not convert' - he has just slipped". (One of the
 few definite statements of this kind).

 I4 (p. 113 n. 4): 25 b 26-31. For once, all the Syriac translators considered by Ibn Suwar are
 quoted. Hunain agrees with Theodorus, Theophilus with Athanasius 1 whose text is not

 translated); b26 'S)Q is omitted by Th. and Hunain (?) but given by Theophilus and Atha-
 nasius; b27 Uarzpov - 29 auXXoytaCO6v Theoph. (and Ath.) change the order of the sen-
 tences, speaking first about syllogism, then about demonstration - a difference similar to

 the one to be found in the first sentence of the IIepl eppivzetacg, (cf. above p. IO7), and
 which will also be based on a different Greek MS.

 (p. II3 n. 6): 25 a, 37 f.: After 'TOU B' Athan. adds a long explanation which perhaps was

 not meant originally to become part of the text. (Cf. p. II2 n. I).

 (p. 114, 1. 3): 26 a 2 ixoXouOe0 Al., Ross: UtrapXjt codd. Th.

 (p. II4 n. i): ,,Like this in the other Syriac translations" Probably referring to the omission

 of T 0 TaUria E?lva 26 a 4.

 (p. 114 n. 2): The words 26 a I (C'Tz - a 8 ouXXoyLaot6 are very freely rendered by Th.;

 the words [y)8ev6q 8i OVTroq avayxocou are omitted. The 'Syriac' gives the missing

 words and follows the Greek more closely. (Read j>o ,s oA < *> (j.L > 4i;

 - (p. 114 n. 3): After 26 a 9 = p. 114, 8 ;.U; - Io o\ "I did not find the section
 marked by these signs at its beginning and end anywhere in the Syriac translations".
 It is also unknown in the Greek (cf. ad p. ii6 n. i).

 1 Always .\. \ in Badawi's text of the Prior Analytics, the correct form in the Preface
 and in the Topics.

 II6
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 I 4 (p. 114 n. 4): Instead of 26 a ii ... 1CttaTr l - ypac[ - tLxrpLx , TOU [tp Uldcrp-
 XE?LV 7rLt[L' - Yptq y - A ov&cq Th. has 'an-nutq' (7rCa T[t ?) - horse-man' and for
 the negative relation 'an-nutq - horse-ass'. The 'Syriac' gives the correct text. (Cf. a
 similar case in the Categories above p. 102).

 (p. II5 n. I) 1: 26 a 17 6 8' v pLiPEL X7p6 TO6V trepov - correctly rendered 'in the Syriac';

 wrong Th. `T)>. j'
 - (p. 115 n. 2): 26 a 20 6TOav - 21 O&86voaro. Theophilus quoted. Both translations are not

 satisfactory. Theoph. adds T'repTyLx6v after Xc,TTmov, Th. after a86voaov 'that there
 is syllogism' - whith is certainly to be supplied in thought.

 - (p. II5 n. 4): 26 a 24 oixouv - 25 u7capXetV. Theophilus quoted, 'he agrees with Atha-
 nasius as far as the meaning goes'. Th. omits o6uxo5v (which is given by Theoph.) and mis-

 understands kata 'is, means' (\w\ ..... O~) which is, at any rate, more adequately

 rendered by Theoph. -(\ ... .....*.. )
 - (p. II6 n. I): 26 a 30 Xcp>e0vTo; + p. ii6, I xS. - 5 (marked by signs in the MS.)

 'not in the Syriac translations'. The section is also unknown in the Greek. (cf. above
 p, II6 ad p. 114 n. 3).

 - p. II6 n. 2): 26 a 30 0[v - 33 ovtoq. "There is, in this section, great divergence in the
 'Syriac translation' ", Theophilus, Athanasius and Hunain are quoted; Ross's apparatus
 criticus and his note, p. 303 are to be compared. Th. has changed the order of the Greek

 sentences, placing o6x atrL auoX),oyLaoL6g at the end of the section - but this is merely
 stylistic. Theoph. Athan. and IHunain keep it. Apart from other minor stylistic differences,

 the main variants, which are almost all to be found in Greek MSS. as well, are in the sen-

 tence a 32 oiTr (i) xa0acpar0xou OUTs (2) a7tocpganxoi TOU (3) a8lop(oaU ' (4) xaOca
 iLepog OVTOg (in Ross's edition which I follow). Theodore - like A. J. Jenkinson in the
 Oxford translation (vol. I, Oxford 1928. Cf. against this translation, W. D. Ross, Critical

 Edition p. 303) - makes to eTr?pou (scil. the major premiss) the subject which is to be

 supplied in thought and translates: "And when the other ( -.\, but corrected above

 the line to j.>\ cf. p. II6 n. 3) term is indefinite or (4) particular, whether it is negative

 or positive, there will be no syllogism." He follows (4) the reading q, also to be found in
 two old Greek MSS, A and d, and adopted by Ross. Theophil. = Athan. and IHunain have,
 with Pr6bhd and George and all the Greek MSS except f (3) oUTS instead of To6. What
 Th.'s Greek MS. had, is difficult to ascertain in this case as in (I) and (2) where he may

 have read ~ - r instead of ours - ouSe, but this is doubtful. Concerning (4) Theophilus-
 Athan. certainly translate oiUjt, to be found only in d2 and in Pr6bhd and George, whereas

 F-unain seems to presuppose TOV, to be found in the Greek MS. C, the corrected text of B

 and, as it seems, in Alexander: "There will be no syllogism, neither if the particular premiss

 is positive or negative or indefinite". (a 30 Xarrtov is rendered with the comparative
 asghar by Theophiluss, but with saghir by Th. and IHunain. For a similar vacillation cf.
 p. II5 n. 3 [26 a 21 [Leitov]) Ibn Suwar can certainly not be blamed for not having
 made his own choice; if a greater philosopher, like Averroes, had come across a similarly
 rich tradition, he might have been able to.

 There are much fewer critical notes in the remaining part of the Prior Analytics.

 I 6 (p. 1271. ii): 28 b 25 OUx Eat' Xoa?elv read j6; \ /\ . J (A>> Badawi).

 - (p. 128 n. 6): 29 a 2 OypLoV; 'Syriac': Th. i\/ = ?vu8pov (above the line S. =
 OaxX&Tt,ov) Greek variant reading.

 1 Wrong reference in Badawi.

 II7
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 I I2 (p. 141 n. 2-4) Only interesting for different technique of translation.

 I 13 (p. I43, 1. 2): 32 a 25 &v[TLXeLLeaV n George the Bishop; vzxavTLxeLev + TOUTOLq

 A B C d Th. (rather rTOUTC \, ).

 I 14 (p. 146,1. 7): 33 a 4 dl or0. n. George et, ut vid., Alexander: habet Th. with the other Greek
 MSS.

 (p. 147 n. 2): 33a 20 ?X y&ap TrS a&vCrzLpocqg rtepa?vrTa0 TO avavyxalcov. The reading

 7rpaoivc1rt is in A2 n George and appears to be rendered by Th. (read - for i cf. p.

 155 n. 2; p. 274, 2, II for 7?poav?aEt 66a 23). The Syriac presupposes the alternative

 reading yLverTct (A B C d), renders avayxcaLov more correctly with LSJ? \ (Th. renders

 CaulJT?pa0Tax) and adds the same word again, unnecessarily, as attribute to &avTarpooyJ.

 I 15 (p. 153, 1. I): 34 a i8 XT?ov, read jc>. O\ 1, . (-.I Badawi), and accordingly
 p. 153 n. i (cf. p. 127 1. iI).

 - 7 (p. 153 1. ii. 14): 37 b I3 xaCL OTa - i6 &drt68LtL om. Th. (the words may have
 dropped cut of his Greek MS, through Homoioteleuton. Badawi inserts his own translation

 from the Greek into the text! (p. I53 n. 3).

 I 21 (p. 172, 1. i7): 39 a 22 Tr ?V?CX6t?O?evov greT?prT6v A B C d Theod. (coni. Philop.):
 TO6 a'rT?p-Tx6v n Alex. Philop. Ross (cf. Ross, Critical Edition p. 365).

 - (p. 173 n. 3): Ibn Suwar rejects an addition by Yahya ibn 'Adi which he did not find in the
 'Syriac'.

 I 23 (p. 177, 1. I4): 4I a 3 (Badawi's references to Bekker's pages should have been checked on

 the proofs). t Xlcp0OvzTOq read .S \ .\ for J ....

 I 25 (p. 85 n. 2): p. I85, 1. I2 O(. - 3 L (after 42 b 24 Tpp6Oov) are not to be found in
 Ishdq's translation, and do not exist in the Greek either. (The sign of the note is in the
 wrong place).

 I 35 (p. 208, n. 2): 48 a 37 &7ro8LxTro (daroS?6rXTXO AB'Cdn) 6VTOq Th.: z2. A i\.
 'Syriac' .yb , appears to be indifferent.

 I 41 (p. 2I4 n. 2): 49 b 22 L t? xCa0' O a?v TO B X?6y?Ta Th.: L\ L J V \ K :- vlj
 . 4c,. 'Syriac. ..... J 5 - nearer to the Greek.

 - (p. 214 n. 3): 49 b 25 e't J.Tvrot rT A X?y?TaEr xKao' ou a&v 'r B X'y?Tari xclaTr& atrTq.

 'Syriac' Th.

 < \> \ ' o

 4 \ 5>> =? VC( L5\ 4i.;

 (p. 215, 1. 12 ,J - 14): belong to cap. 42.

 I 42 (p. 216 and n. i) cf. above p. II3.

 - (p. 216, 1. 4): 50 a 9 rTzTaYrpyvov B n Th.: rZT?TaY?aO Ross.
 I 44 (p. 216, n. 2): 50 a 2I OUX E 7"T. & aa Ca a Uva6tL T v zvo vatcov: The reading 7r&oa

 (A B Cn Al.) is in the 'Syriac' ; A" ,j( J, whereas Th. may have like George the

 Bishop (with A2 B2 C2 read itox) )\j.1 5y ;. or even <;-5c\> ;y. But the MS

 of Th. may also just have omitted 3<.

 Ii8
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 I 46 (p. 225, n. I): 52 a I9 a7r6cpaat, on the margin in red add. 'the particular'

 (ij'\') "This is not in the 'Syriac'"

 II 9 (Badawi p. 261 n. 5: 6I a 6 ?v xa,rcp dXULOCar Th.: 3? d3. 'Syriac': <y> J

 II i6 (p. 278 n. i): Cf. above p. IIo, -A similar wrong addition has crept into the text of Metaph.
 A 7, 1072 a 24 (p. 1588, 2 Bouyges). After goar TO(vuV ,L: xOC'L 8 xwVL the Lemma of
 Alexander inserts 'since it is not moved'. Neither the 'other version' quoted p. I59I,
 6 B. nor the otherwise mistaken translation by Astat, quoted on the margin of the Leyden

 MS give these words. (Cf. also below p. I39).

 (p. 280 n. I): 65 a 30 after Tpircp + 'And equally in the first' Th. ,,Al-Hasan: I did not find
 it in the Syriac in Ishaq's translation".

 II 17 (p. 281 n. 3): 65 b 4 acvaLpeOf: Lai Th. ,,Al-Hasan: In the 'Syriac' i,\" (cf. p. 282,

 1. 8; p. 283, 1. 5), correctly (but rejected by Al-Hasan who proposes: \J !).

 - (p. 282 n. 2): 65 b 26 0acpaopev0To0 roiU A. Th. has A B instead, corrected in the 'Syriac'.

 - (p. 283 n. 2): 66 a 9 &XXou TLe6s[vou + 4.;< Th. ,4;; is not in the 'Syriac' "

 (284 n. 2): 66a 13 ei [eiLt(v eatrlv , e V,T<; 'T: ?XT6. Th.: "that the exterior is greater
 than the interior". "The excellent Yahya: In the Syriac "the interior is greater than the
 exterior". "Al-Hasan: In Ishaq's translation. But Athanasius agrees with the Arabic and
 so does Theophilus". A very interesting note.

 II 8 (p. 284 n. 3 and 5): 66a 20 (I) ei 8' ex 7rXI6VO)V (2) olOV TO p,iv r I8&a T, AB (3) taCura
 8 a:L TCov AEZH (4) TOUT-COV T, atra T&COv Eravco eu0q, Only Ishaq translates (4)
 exactly, Th. and Theophilus blur the meaning. In (3) the Greek letters AEZH made diffi-
 culties (Jenkinson translates DEFG!): Th. and Theophilus have ddl, hd zay (ddl MS.: cor-
 rexi, cf. p. 298, 1. 10: 68 b I and p. 298 n. 3 - Post. An. p. 39I, 6; p. 396, 1. io) yd (itacism
 for H, cf. also Theodorus 44 a 30 b ii 12 19) - but Ish.q has ddl, hd, zay (ddl NS.) hd 1, i.e.
 he'has the Syriac consonant, which has the place of H in the Syriac and in the old Semitic

 alphabet (from which the original Greek H was, in its turn, derived) 2.

 - (p. 284, 1. 12): 66 a 22 X6yo' + t?eusq n. Th. presupposes the same text as n.
 II 2I (p. 288 n. 3 and 4): 'My translation' The meaning of these notes is not clear to me.

 II 24 (p. 297 n. 2): 69 a I5 6,OTO - ?Ocrepo om. Th. Badawi retranslates the missing words
 from the Greek but overlooks that Ibn Suwar has noticed the fact as well and translated

 them from the 'Syriac' in the note. (Cf. above ad p. I04 n. 2). As to be expected, the an-
 cient translation is better than the recent attempt at emendation. (Which Greek text

 Badawi retranslates II 25, 69 a 25 [cf. p. 298 n. I] is not clear, q iLuv ouv Ert,MzJTL WL 6O:

 i8oaxcrov pavep6v can only correspond to fi.. \c <J3\ 3\> c _.
 II 25 (p. 298 n. 3): 69 a 32 EZ - Th. wdw zay "So in Yahya's autograph. But I went back to the

 Syriac translations and found hd zay (Cf. above, ad p. 284 n. 3 and 5)". Interesting for
 Ibn Suwar's independence. (Cf. above p. I02).

 II 27 (p. 303 n. 3): 70 a 38 8&axpop&g - elpvOT%cmg. The Syriac corresponds better to the Greek.

 - (p. 304 n. 6) 70 b io after 7r00oS + jJ.\ r; > lj Th. "This is not in the 'Syriac' "

 So also Abi Bishr, following Ishaq, An Post. I 19, 81 b 36 (p. 368, 1. 3) I 25, 86 b i (p. 391,

 1. 6) p. 396, I4.

 2 Strange is wdw for K (44 a 40, 6i); one would expect yd, but this already used. 0 is expressed

 by td An. Post. I I9, 8i b 34.
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 D.

 Apart from the variant readings to be found in different translations,
 Ibn Suwar puts on record some variant readings which he picked up in
 other not specified manuscripts of Theodore abui Qurra's Arabic text. 1

 I give a rapid survey of them, following the order of the Prior Ana-
 lytics without attempting any classification. Some other variants and
 attempts at emendation-of uncertain origin-are also mentioned in this
 section.

 I I (p. I04 n. 4): 24 a I4 xOal T ...... x0TyopesZoaL. One MS has j J\ 2 and t i.

 instead of c, J .. and tc J\ . . Although both words are possible equivalents for
 xantyopEv, the old translations (cf. e.g. Studi su al-Kindi I, p. 391 = cap. III i; p. 365
 abfi-Rida) Ishaq ibn Hunain (cf. Georr's Index p. 217 and 237f. and Pollack's Index pp.
 40, 52, 62); the school of Abf Bishr (cf. e.g., the 'translations from the Syriac' p. I04 n.3,

 above p. II5 and Averroes, e.g., prefer J. in the strict sense of 'predication'. But

 someone who has a share in the Paris MS preferred .J>L cf. p. I04 nn. 5 and 7, and Th.

 is inconsistent himself (24 b 16 it is translated by JJ_, and 3j_l A.c[ liJ. . Ji\.
 Cf. also Ibn Suwar's note p. 1i8 n. 3) 3.

 - (p. Io7 n. i): 24 b 15 TaC VV is added in red above the line; by whom ? From another MS ?
 - (p. 107 n. 6): 24 b I7 4 (A B C d George Th.; om. Ross, with other Greek MSS) 7poCTTLOeL?Vou

 & 8aipoupu[vou ( ( 8. secl. Ross p. 290) Th. translates, as if he read 7rpoOcsrt. roi5 voac

 xal To0 o EzVat (l.y.S. 5J - cy.: Ba, had omitted the first word, which is however
 in the Paris MS) 8toXLp. rxoi evac xac TOU 3L[z] ?vouC, the other MS suggests
 only rTOU vactL after 7tpoorO. "since it happens either through the division (Th.

 fL,;h : MS ....... o\ ; C \., \ ai;\ \) of the two or together with the di-
 vision of the two" (add. Al-Hasan?)

 - (p. 107 n. 8 - belongs to p. io8, 1. I f.): 24 b I8 auX)oy?LoC6 - 20 ltVoCL Th. has here
 qiyds (instead of sullujismus, sullijismfusdt 24 a 3 and 24 a 26) 4, but a MS has sullzfjismus.
 I believe that this was actually written by Th.; and there is evidence which enables us to
 make this a very likely guess. In the case of &rctaycoyr ('reduction of one problem to another)'

 we find II 25, 69 a 20 'induction' (!) 5) in the text but abdghuji above the line (p. 297 n. 4)

 1 No variants from other Arabic MSS are mentioned in the Po s t e r i o r An a y t i c s which

 were translated by Abi Bishr himself. But in Abi 'Uthman ad-Dimasqi's translation of Aristotle's

 Topics I-VI many such variants are to be found, cf. pp. 473, 496, 501, 503, 512, 516, 520, 527,
 532, 552,567, 596, 609 Badawi (cf. above p. 92); similar passages occur in his translations of treatises

 by Alexander of Aphrodisias and Themistius, which also show traces of having been studied in
 Abi Bishr's and Yah.ya ibn 'Adi's school, cf. Aristiu indall cArab pp. 255, 276, 279, 300, 315 Badawi

 (cf. above p. 92 f.).

 2 j3 \ Badawi.
 3 Read al-maqil xarryopo4jsLvov for al-qaul I 5, 26 b 36 (p. II8 Badawi).
 4 In both cases corrected to qiyds, above the line, cf. p. 104 n. I-2 and p. io6 n. I. Cf. also p.

 122 n. 2,1. 5 siilujismus and al-Iwarizmi, Mafdti.i al-Culum p. I47, 8 van Vloten.
 5 istiqrd'. Elsewhere &toaycy-i is rendered by iltiqdt (p. 183, 1. and I5) and even hiss

 (p. 289, 1. 23).

 120
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 and the same wrong translation and corresponding correction a 27 (p. 298 n. 2) 1. In
 the chapter on 'Objection' (II 26) the Greek word - 9vacTl - anstasis occurs four
 times 69 a 36; 37; 69 b; (cf. p. 299, 1. 3. 4. 5 and the explanatory note p. 299 n. i) b 29
 without any additional explanation in the text 2. In the chapter on the 'Enthymem', on

 'inference from signs' (II 27), we find anthuimimd (eVOu6')ptLa 70 a 9), three times aiqus

 (e?x6O 70 a 2, 3, 5) 3 and taqmaryun (Tex[lLpLov 70 b 4) again without explanation in the
 text 4. A few remnants of an originally much wider use of Greek terms are also to be found.

 e.g. in the 'old' translation of Aristotle's Metaphysics by Astat (cf. above p. 99) - which
 Averroes used-although they appear in a rather corrupt form: r 2, I005 a 13 Et OreoO06aolE

 = p. 331, o1 Bouyges j_,.\\ . (without explanation in the text); 3, I005 b 14

 Xvu76Oe'rTO = 341, 16 B. cLj..\ / (without explanation); b I6 r7O'aLc0gTi = p.

 341, I6 j.\. - All these three passages have been misunderstood by Averroes,
 who explains 6UroOaLSg as if it were vTiTcpaLt 5. - A 3, 1014 a 31 &X' ou Tijq aGuaXX j;

 p. 497, 13 B. X , .\ .j'ir , without explanation (cf. the Syriac suldbi, Georr p. 410).

 With explanation r 3, I005 b 29 dricptaLT = p. 346, IIB. :a. L 5. \ L 'ftj
 A less well studied text like Ps. Galen's commentary on Hippocrates De septimanis (cf.

 above p. 93) has kept an astonishingly great number of Greek words in the text; Bergstrasser

 gives a list of thirty words in his edition (op. cit. p. 202; + i5 proper names).
 It can be shown only in one case that an Arabic word has later taken the place of a Greek

 word. (Xu?X6(, cf. op. cit. p. XIV. Cf. Bergstrasser, Hunain ibn Ishdq p. 8i, 8. Meyerhof-
 Schacht, Cber die medizinischen Nanten etc. p. 8 n. 2). Nfiima's translation of the 'Theology

 of Aristotle' has preserved vrs.XxLeoa (antalasiya) 6, without explanation 7, and, as in

 The translation of t0aoyoy7) = 'reductio ad absurdum' (e.g. 28 a 21) is a different matter.
 2 There is an explanation I I, 24 a 22: T aXOo81eXTrLX) 7p6oTaccLq al-muqaddama al-afudiqtiyya

 (cf. the Syriac equivalent) <wa-hiya al-burhdniyya> - 8aLXeXT?xnd rTpo'TXomL al-muqaddama
 ad-diydliqtiqiyya <wa-hiya al-jadaliyya>. Comparable are the explanations of 8LaXextrx',
 &dToSeLXTrxi, dvxi6'LOCa (antithdsis), aoLatoc (aksiyimd), ur6eatSL (ayfbdthisis), r~n68EiL5 (abu-
 diksis) Anal. Post. I 2, 72 a io. 12. 17. 20.

 3 70 a io the translator may have read evS6icov instead of eix6Tcov -he has )5 ^., A.;, j. LO
 (cf. also 70 a 4) - unless he found it difficult to form the plural of aiqis. For the strange trans-
 lation of 86Ea cf. below p. 128 f.

 4 Cf. also quqnus x6xvo, 38 a 32, to be found also in Al-Hasan's commentary on the Categories
 no. 49 Georr (pp. 174/381, 6-7, cf. Simpl., Cat. p. 87, 32 K.) and Themistius p. 323, i6 Badawi

 (cf. above p. 93). But this is a special case. Cf. also ypaocit.arLxo6 (belowp. 139) and To0prapog
 (below p. 139).

 6 naqid. This would not have happened in the Ioth century school of Baghdad. Averroes did not
 know any Syriac not to speak of Greek. Cf. also Bouyges, Averroes, Metaphysique, Index E, p. 285.

 6 Cf. also the explanation of the Greek term Alexander of Aphrodisias p. 289, 12 Badawi (above
 p. 93). This transliteration of X corresponds to Syriac and Coptic usage, cf. E. Schwyzer, Griechische

 Grammatik I, Miinchen 1939, p. 206 f. Avicenna knew the form antalabiya, cf. Margoliouth, Ana-
 lecta etc. p. io8. Cf. Plato Arabus I, p. 45.

 7 p. 43, 14 Dieterici (definition of the soul):

 IV 7, X, Br he \ Cf beo . \ 16

 p. 42, 7: \ ;\ a_. .^ ,S\. L f,\ 3i. \ /\ .. O , , '. \ O . . Cf. Plotin. Enn.
 IV 7, 86.I Brehier. Cf. below p. 126 f.

 I2I
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 Syriac, TorCg (taqs) and a verb derived from it, (taqqasa) again without explanation 1,
 and, in a special context v6oiog (ndmfs) 2. Soheil Afnan's observations on the Greek words
 in the Poetics, and the corresponding fluctuations in the MSS of Abf Bishr, used by Avi-

 cenna and the scribe of the Paris MS, are interesting in this connection 3.

 P. Kraus has drawn attention to some Greek words in the Corpus of Jabir 4.

 We are apparently entitled to assume that the terminology of those 'old' translations
 which continued to be studied was gradually modernised and that the numerous Greek
 words which had been used in them - as was the custom in Syriac versions from the Greek -

 were exchanged for freshly coined and, in most cases, higly suitable Arabic terms. It is one

 of the most fascinating philological tasks, which can be approached now, to study the

 development of Arabic philosophical terminology and to try to ascertain how it grew out

 of that rich Arabic literary language which existed before the Arabs met with Greek thought

 and Greek texts. Only Greeks and Arabs have succeeded in building up a rich abstract

 language almost without linguistic borrowings from outside, and this is an additional

 incentive to trying to understand this important achievement of the Arabs.

 I I (p. 107 n. 8, continued): Also in the case of another variant reading the MS may be nearer
 to the original text of Th. For TLVCv (24 b I8) Th. has 'more things than one', whereas

 MS reads just 'things" ('asyd', the normal equivalent for the Greek indefinite pronoun
 (cf. e.g., Plato Arabus I p. II9 n.n. 2-3; Georr p. 53). But the rendering of treevrov is less
 appropriate (ullifa instead of wudia, sed cf. Badawi p. io8, 1. 4, 1. 8) and 'not by accident'

 is added as an explanation of Tro rauroc ivtvl, which is correctly translated (cf. above
 p. II5; ad p. io8 n. i).

 I 3 (p. Ii n. 2) MS cj\ S)\'a.XL\ for Th. ,aU c 5\)\a.sY\ probably nearer to
 the original of Th. (ror6 vcyxoctov). Cf. p. II6 I ad p. III n. 2.

 I 5 (p. II9 n. 4): 26 b 39 ?v 1 0oaL. fi'l maudd? Th.; above the line (without reference to
 MS) fi'l wad'.

 I 6 (p. I25 n. i): 28 a 23 xOld TrCo 5x60?ai0 om. Th. add. 'above the line' presumably rather
 from a MS than from the Syriac: wa-bi'l-iftirad. (For ?x0eoat cf. Ross, op. cit. p. 311).

 1 p. 42, ID:

 Cf. Plotin., Enn. IV 7.84.24 B.- p. 125, I7 f. D. .. . j cf. Enn. IV 7. 3. 9, B. - p. I28, 5

 arJ , r, \ '.. Cf. C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 2nd edition, Halle/S. I928,
 pp. 274 b-275 a.

 2 p. 81, I8 D. _ kli\ L('tlX.?, cf. Enn. IV 8. 7.20 f. B.: Yv.yxN xac v6utc. Cf. the interesting
 note Alexander of Aphrodisias p. 273 n. 6 Badawi, where sariCa is extained, above the line; by

 ndmus (v6[0oq); this is comparable to the explanation of qiyds by auXXoyta[c6q. Al-Farabi consis-
 tently uses sarica for the Greek v6otoq in his very interesting summary of Plato's Laws (Plato
 Arabus III, ed. F. Gabrieli, London I952, passim). - Cf. also M. Plessner, Enc. of Islam s.v. ndmis.

 3 The commentary of Avicenna on Aristotle's Poetics, JRAS I947, p. I88 ff. Cf. x)e+uSpa
 (1451 a 8) and CTreLXeov (1456 b 20), kept in the Paris MS and translated by Avicenna, and
 traghfdiya (I449 b 23), translated in the Paris MS and kept by Avicenna. Cf. also A. J. Arberry,

 Fdrdib's Canons of Poetry, Rivista degli Studi Orientali i6,1j938, p. 266 ff. and below p. I36 (Tr& o^7n).

 4 Jabir ibn Hayyan II p. 54/5 n. 4 (UroxicTrSoq); p. 67 n. I5 (ovu[); p. 76 n. 3 (av8pooa&aq);
 p. 243 (oagpov); p. 335 (g) (mrLxpavL8a). Cf. also below p. 127 ((pavxTacai and, e.g., the consistent
 use of ocvaXoyta[L6 and T;LcXoylati6q in Galen On medical experience (translator H. ubais). The
 whole subject deserves a monograph. Cf. also F. Rosenthal above p. 114 n. I.
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 I io (p. 136 n. I): 30 b 33 'above the line'. The reading of the text is better.

 - (p. I37 n. 2): 30 b 39 a&xs L.>j Th.: j ' Jc above the line: better (from Syriac
 or MS?).

 I II (p. I41 n. i): 32 a 5 o?ov Ross; C B2 coni. Alexander, George and 'in red above the line' (from
 MS or from Syriac): 8Ctouv A d n Al Th.

 I 14 (p. 146 n. I): 33 a i e' TO' k A ivS8ZErot : .i8sevl [T B. f4 ..\ x .... Th.;
 'in red above the line' O Q .. ,_, (from MS?); correct, cf. the following line in the
 text (33 a 2).

 - (p. 46 n. 3): 33 a 14 Xi o 8' otov \ Th.: 'in red above the line' 3I.. Both words to be
 read ?

 I I5 (p. 150 n. I): 34 a 4 EslXqp>v c>. \ Th.: 'above the line' 5~-A\ (The same con-
 fusion above p. II7 f. [I27 1. II, 153 1. i] p. 28 [i77, I4] and passim.

 - (p. I5o n. 2): Instead of \ .% in the text: 'above the line' \j\j To be accepted instead of

 Badawi's <j\> L\

 - (. 53 n. I): Reading of MS. 3j, i.e. <i \, not to be preferred to the correct reading

 of the text. ( l3\).

 - (p. 53 n. 5): 34 b 36 To 8LavosanOo(t J^, Th.; 'above the line ,,J\: correct (MS?).

 I 16 (p. 160 n. 2): 36 b 25 8& T&V .... oT.laTXwv XV.Aa Th.; 'above the line' J
 correct (MS ?).

 I I9 (p. I67 n. 3): 38 a 26 xocl rT A T . iL?v B vSoXiac:o n)SevL ......... oJ\ o \ i- ;
 'above the line in red' ....... ;\ 'j \ ';' : correct (MS or Syriac?)

 - (p. I68 n. 3): 38 b 2i xoct:90a Ceov Alexander, Ross, 'above the line in red' (Syriac?);
 m&rop&azcov Th.; xm-rmcaTcpa v xoc &oqcparsecov n. Very remarkable.

 I 22 (P. 175 n. i): 40 a 25 rtp6orag Ls TJi . Th.: 'above the line' ;.i\A (MS?): correct.

 I 25 (p. 183 n. i): 42 20 6pC)v A ., Th.; 'above the line' .).xg, (MS. or Syriac?): correct.

 I 27 (p. i88 n. 3): 43 b 6 8aLxpeSrov y .\ ). Th.: 'below the line' (MS. or Syriac?)

 - (p. 189 n. I): 43 b 8 8ooacrtx&g. Th. has a peculiar translation .>. \ c5\, MS.
 has the translation common since Hunain ( ij\ (cf. below p. I25 f.).

 I 28 (p. I92 n. i): 44 a 32 B; cS (= H, cf. above p. Iig) Th.; 'above the line' _ (MS ?): correct.

 But there is more confusion in this section (cf. also above p. 119).

 I38 (p. 202, 1. 4): 49 a 24 TpayXaocp o read \j;f instead of .... 4. (cf. below p. 132).
 I 41 (p. 215,1. 9): 49 b 39 86Exvuca 6 8o1LXV6o)V read cy4\ ,>..

 I 46 (p. 224 n. I): 52a 5 ou Xeux6v .a L _J; 'above the line in red' cau.\ ,. Nearer to
 the Greek?

 II ii (p. 265 n. i): 6i b 31 auXXoylMa63( [Liv Y'&p aCTocL; 'on the margin: Another MS "will not
 be". A wrong negation of a similar type crept into the following line of Th., read

 oJ [>] 4A; f \0DQX ^ ^ = b 32 oux vaPiETOrCC 8' ] 7rX60saLS.

 II 14 (p. 270 n. 21): 63 a 8 rcavTi T B. Th. ' C , 'on the margin: MS . c*, c3 = T,t
 B: again wrong reading.

 II 15 (P. 275 n. i): 64 io f. Th. has wujfd corrected 'above the line' to wujub = r6 xaocraoTrxc6v
 64 a 12 (I cannot understand Badawi's remark).
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 II 15 (p. 276 n. i): al-qiyds. No need for the plural 'above the line'.

 - (p. 277 n. I): Probably misunderstood by Badawi. Th. translates 8&a ro 64 b iI O\ jj ,

 a MS referred to on the margin suggests v \ .j . as an alternative. Badawi prints

 J <3s ^> lj,
 II I6 (p. 278 n. 5): 64 b 38 aCT' Eu6Og OCO iatTO 7t pOX4EleoV <Jc J;,\ 7-a J aUi \.

 Th.; 'on the margin in red, MS' Ov_.\ _ tSj\ sj.a\. I wonder how to decide.

 II 17 (p. 28I n. 2, cf. above p. II9): 65 b 4 T', ,? Th.; 'above the line: MS.' 5 \<: wrong.

 - (p. 283 n. i): 65 b 38 dcqcpaeO?0vTro TOUi B, . Th. 'above the line MS' I: ? (In the
 same line dal is to be corrected to zay, cf. above II9).

 - (p. 284 n. I): 66 a i2 o8v ..... &Torcov .. c ;'J Th.; 'on the margin, in red': MS
 .iJ A;j: wrong.
 (p. 284 n. 4): Th. has 1. io - . ): 'above the line' >. instead of the third and fourth of

 the four letters in the text. Nothing corresponding in the Greek. (cf. above p. II9).

 II 19 (p. 285 n. i): 66a 26 T&UV auparciTV .\ Th.; above the line: 'MS. \.\: correct.
 (p. 285 n. 2): wrong variant (A B instead of B 66 a 40) 'above the line'.

 II 21 (p. 290 n. I): 67 b i8 B; T, Th.; above the line .: wrong.

 - (p. 29 n. 2): 67b 25 et pY xc'ra x auzep?rx6q tL V J Th.; above the line 'MS yj ":
 correct.

 II 22 (p. 291 n. 4): no improvement?

 II 23 (p. 294n. 6): 68 b 12 7r(al'rLq Th.; above the line jjai - rather j, . 6, cf. 69 a 4
 (cf. above p. 123. [p. 189 n. i] and R. Walzer, Galen on Jews and Christians p. I5I.

 (p. 295 n. 6): Does not belong here, probably doublet of p. 296.

 II 24 (p. 296 n. 4): 69 a 5 0?pntro,L <.t T\h Th.; on the margin 'MS \: correct (Cf. Th.
 69a 2, 3,6).

 - (p. 296 n. 5): 69 a 7 )ncPatoug \ ........ Th.; above the line ^L,. wrong, cf. the
 preceding note.

 II 25 (p. 297 n. 4): Cf. above p. I20. Very interesting note.

 (p. 298 n. 2): Cf. the preceding note.

 II 27 (p. 304 n. 4): 70 b 9 cO.y'Lcroca r\ Th.: 'above the line X \(Abf Bichr has this

 An. Post. I Io, 76 b I5: MradO and, e.g., Poet. 6, I449 b 26: .jlj\ lV. . c;it0T0Oa,ca).

 E.

 To sum up: The Baghdad philosophers of the Ioth century showed
 a remarkable philological skill in adapting Theodore abfi Qurra's old
 Arabic version of the Prior Analytics to their standards of Aristotle
 reading. Since they could not fall back on the original Greek text, they
 collated the old translation with those Syriac versions on which they
 could lay their hands, versions of the 7th and 8th century which were
 not based on a critical study of several Greek MSS, and a version by
 Hunain and his son who had presumably, as it was their custom, tried to
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 establish a critical Greek text before they started translating. There
 are 56 notes which explicitly refer to Syriac versions. They also con-
 sulted, though rather sparingly, other 'old' Arabic translations (twice),
 and they compared different MSS of Theodore's text-it is not specified
 whether they dated from a period earlier to Abui Bishr's edition (I8
 times); there are 23 unspecified notes, where one can doubt whether
 Syriac translations, Arabic translations or other MSS. are referred to. The
 result is a considerable improvement upon Theodore's text: the trans-
 lation has become more exact and nearer to the Greek, it has been

 pruned of many wrong additions and better readings have been intro-
 duced in several cases. The classical scholar will be satisfied to realize

 again how old the variants of our best Greek MSS are, and not only those
 which we know from the Greek commentators; since we have now an

 up-to-date critical edition of the Analytics, not much help for the
 establishment of the Greek original can be expected from the Arabic, as
 it may be in the case of works of Aristotle which are not yet properly
 edited.

 It is difficult to make sure how far the translation of Theodore was

 gradually modernised in the course of study by successive generations
 of scholars and philosophers. It seems very probable that the use of
 Greek words was discontinued as far as possible and that Arabic terms
 were used instead of them. This would require a separate study and
 comparison of the text of other early versions. The analysis of Theodore's
 style and technique of translation and the compilation of a complete
 glossary Arabic-Greek-and possibly Syriac-is the next task to be
 approached. It will have to be based on a new collation of the Paris
 MS, since Badawi's text is not reliable, unfortunately, and on comparison
 with medieval Hebrew and Latin translations of the Arabic version.

 I should like to select for discussion one particular term which is
 used by Theodore and by none of the other translators of the Organon,
 I mean the equivalent for a6oc 'opinion, appearance, view', and for
 .vs8oov 'generally approved, generally admitted, credible'. The later
 development makes us understand better why it was impossible to cover
 the various meanings of the Greek word by one and the same Arabic
 equivalent as Theodore, in general agreement with the practices of the
 earlier translators, attempted to do.

 A generally accepted premiss is called Aaj1 by Abu cUthmdn ad-Dimashqi in his translation

 of the Topics (Cf. above p. 98) and several times explained by iJI. or .^~ in Ibn Suwar's

 notes (cf. e.g. I I, ioo a 6. ioo b 24 ix aLop.vLvsv v86Ewv^\ j \j, cf. p. 470 n. 4, 'Syriac'

 i>M^ ~z ~. ~ ~^.J, .. A*i ,: Ibn Suwar's (?) comment dO.iS ... I 10,104 a 8: cf. p.
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 483 n. 3; a I3: cf. p. 433 n. 4; I I4, 105 b 2, 41 cf. p. 489 n. i and 3 etc.) Abu Bishr in his translation

 of the Posterior Analytics, (Cf. above p. 97) uses o^ji of an ?v8o0oq 'popularly accepted'

 premiss I 6, 74 b 22 (explained by i.j, p. 329 n. I) or b 24 4.i.., or I I9, 81 b 20 oj o AJ,
 for the superlative. Astat (cf. above p. 99) in his translation of the Metaphysics trans-

 lates B I, 996 b 24 'X T)V - v86o?v X jI \ >jI\ 9I e (p. I73, I Bouyges), explained
 by Ibn Rushd -.;.\ 0)Sj S\ (cf. also p. 486, 2 Bouyges). Theodore translates `vSo[os
 always by *s; cf. II II, 62 a 13, i6. II 27, 70 a 3, 7. 70 b 4 &vso6TOCTrov . \. I I, 24 b 2

 hX~g 'ob5 yoxlvo[L?Vou (not translated by Theodore) xo't &vS6oou, with reference to the Topics:

 A.9 .\ " c O. u A i 3 q ..Lx tS )\ 3.\ 'the assertion of which is apparent and generally

 admitted' and the explanation given on the margin p. io6 n. 7 s\.x O' ,'!-\\ '.- -

 A6oa denoting 'unqualified opinion' is generally ra'y in philosophical and other texts; Ps.
 Plutarch's Placita Philosophorum, <I)uaLxCv 6aota, e.g., translated by the Melekite Qusta ibn
 Lfiq (cf. G. Graf, Geschichte II p. 30 f. C. Brockelmann GAL I p. 222 f.; Suppl. I p. 365 f.) and

 now available in two MSS are called (i.^ca\ '1.\ (cf. H. Ritter in: Oriens I, 1948, p. 13I.
 P. Kraus, Jdbir ibn Hayydan II p. 331 if.). If 8S0o stands for a lower grade of certainty, for 'mere

 opinion' or 'probability', later translators such as Astat (cf. Metaph. p. 397, 8 f. 403, 9, 983, 6
 Bouyges), the school of Hunain, Abf Bishr and his successors, Avicenna and Averroes use almost

 always ,. (Cf. Ishaq's translation of the Categories and the IIHp't ipzlv iatcc, 'Isa ibn Yahya's

 version of Galen's paraphrase of the Timaeus [Plato Arabus I], Abf 'Uthman Top. I I, IOO b 21,

 ioi a II [changing with c5\, I I, I04 a13 etc.] Abui Bishr An. Post I 33, 88 b 30 I 8, 8i b i8

 xaocr 861ocv ,. \l c\4 . \J \ X _,r L etc.). Only Theodore, the early translator of the
 Analytics, gives no special equivalent for this meaning of aoo6, but uses the same root which he

 used in the rendering of ZvSooov: I 27, 43 a 39 iL [PL. xaor& 6Zotv 'as a matter of opinion'

 -^*i .\LS \ g--.- . 43 b 8 8oZarotX Co 'apparently' , pl s\JL (Variant reading,
 modernised ,.i\ .. Cf. above p. 123, p. I89 n. I Bad). I 30, 46 a iO ex TC&V xoCr& 86otav rPpTO'Ceov

 ./ L5\J\ L: O-.>.i J kAI j. 'from probable premisses'.
 The observation of this odd rendering of ao6oc enables us to fix the approximate date of an

 anonymous paraphrase of Aristotle's De anima, recently edited for the first time by Ahmad
 Fouad al-Ahwani from a Spanish 1MS. (Ibn Rochd, Talkis kitab al-Nafs, suivi de quatres textes
 . L'union avec l'intellect agent d'Avempace. 2. L'union avec l'intellect agent du fils d'Ibn Rochd (sic!).
 3. Le De anima d'Ishdq ibn IHunain. 4. L'intellect de al-Kindi. Cairo I950-the treatise which

 concerns us here, no. 3, is to be found on pp. 125-I75 of the volume). Being a translation it
 has, without any convincing reason, been ascribed to Ishaq ibn Hunain (who is credited with

 a translation of the complete De anima, whose editio princeps is under preparation by Ahwvni
 and Father Anawati, O.P.). A few peculiar terms used by the unknown author make it very

 probable that this is the oldest treatment of Aristotle's Psychology preserved in Arabic. 'EvrTekX1LC

 in the Aristotelian definition of the soul (De an. II i, 412 a 27) is rendered by r\j (cf. pp. I29, 13.

 139, 24, 140, I, 8, , I7, 19, 141, 3, I7, I42, 4, 7, 8 Ahw. etc.) as by Astat Metaph. 0 3, I147 b 2

 &VT'rXeXiOC .5l\l (p. II33, ii Bouyges) and A 5, 1071 a 36 1r rrp-rrov TvEXtEa r\l2. rjA\
 (p. 1549, marg transl. 1. 5 and p. I554, 6 B. 1) and as - together with the Greek term - by Na'ima in

 1 Cf. also p. 1103, 10: 0 I, I045 b 33, p. II33, 6: 0 3, 1048 a 30; p. II9I, 2: 0 8, I050 a etc
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 his translation of the 'Theology of Aristotle' (cf. above p. 12 I n. 7). The Arabic translators evidently

 relied on the explanation of the term as -reL6,et', given by commentators such as Simplicius.

 (Cf. Phys. p. 414, 22 ff., Diels: ~tbrore 8i '3v &vteXXeocvv 6 'ApLaroteXj?; bri Tjq TeXew65 I7yOo
 CXOU6CL ... &OCLXod TY23V t)XYlv eVt?eXiLeoV wjp pawro 700U. . . 6pyQvtxoi xoci auv&?erL cco-'vV

 gXoVw04 a ot0ocr, Ou'K O"rL eVkpyetLbEl62V 7J) &kX' 6tL XOct' ixrLVU x tEh6Tl CC$.

 Cf. also Plato Arabus I p. 40 n. 22). The later translation is cf. Qust& ibn Liqfq, De Plac.

 Phil. IV B 6. (Cf. above p. i26, Kraus, op. cit., p. 332) 1, Abti Bishr in the passage of Metaph. A 5

 just mentioned (p. I549,7 Bouyges J j J\ or, e.g. Avicenna, Najdt p. I58 (Cairo 1938) -
 or 5'4. cf. e.g., Averroes p. 12, 7 Ahwfni. Another indication of a date previous to Hunain

 is the use of ;_6 for 'matter' (p. 137, I Ahw.) which is known from Al-Kindi's Introduction-

 into Aristotle (cf. M. Guidi-R. Walzer, Studi su al-Kindi I, Rome I940, p. 394 n. 5a. Cap. V, rI;
 VI II. 44-46 XI 11. 8-9 = p. 370, 14 p.; 375, 14-16; 384, 8 abMi Rida. Cf. also p. 295, 5, 7 and n. 6

 abu Rida) and his newly published Definitions (p. 167, io, II, 17 abfi Rida) and to be found in
 al-Jfhiz (Kraus, Jdbir ibn Nayydn II p. i7i n. I). The (DuaLx' 'Axp6oaim (cf. E. Zeller, Die Phi-
 losophie der Griechen II 2. 192I, p. 85 n. I and e.g.. Simpl. Phys. p. 4, io Diels: ....'OKppaa lS
 It I p f3rtPY V o&tZO l6 C aj-%VT I q C & XP6oiacv `X)&cv 7cgpo-eOdOaOL) of Aristotle is called

 oS - (p. I35, I4, 133, 8 Ahw.) as again in agreement with Al-KindI (Studi su al-Kindi I
 p. 392 n. 26 a, p. 382 a. r, Kraus, Jdbir ibn Uayydn II p. 320, n. 5. Al-ljwfirizmI, Maldtfih al-culfiim

 p. 140, 8 if. v. Vloten) and at variance with later usage (Cf., e.g., p. 437 a. 6 BadawI or Fihrist

 P. 250, 7 F. A2a\\ L2\). AL&voro 'discursive thinking' . (p. 137, I5 Ahw.) is also to
 be found in some passages of Astft's translation of the Metaphysics (p. 449, 14 B.: P 7, IOI2 a 2;,
 p. 474, 13: A I, 1013 a 2o; p. 697,8 B: E I, 1025 b 6) whereas Nfcima, (pp. 84, 3; p. 100, 13 Dieterici),

 Ishfq ibn Ilunain (Metaph. CX 2, 994 b 22 vOZZV: p. 36, 5 B. Hlep' 4p Lv1LcL p. 41: Pollack) and

 Abfi Bishr (An. Post. I I, 71 a I ~Lo7)aLt 8Lvrvo7nLX7 6z .N II 19 ioob6 IIb , IIii, 953

 M=0 8&XVO&i' M q choose &6. a Dv-rm(x is 9' in the anonymous paraphrase
 (p. 136, ig Ahw. and throughout the chapter) and in the 'Theology of Aristotle' (p. 22,9; 57, II

 Dieterici) and in the old translation of the Metaphysics (p. 684, II: vzaLo1 3 j cf.
 12 and 685, Io), whereas Al-Kindi still uses the Greek word fantfisiyf (p. 167, 7, p. 295, 6 abfi
 Rida 'representative faculty'). Averroes in accordance with later usage (cf., e.g., Al-Ffrabi, Der

 M,usterstaat p. 34, i9 Dieterici and passim) has 3.3 instead (p. i9 Ahwani. For Avicenna's use of

 fanthsiya cf. F. Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology, Oxford I952, p. 78. Cf. Ma/dtih al-culiim p. I39, I

 van Vloten). All this points evidently to an early origin of the paraphrase, possibly before Al-

 Kind!. The frequent use of ~ ~LS\ for 80'6o 'opinion' p. 156 ff. Ahwfni adds to the proba-

 bility of this guess. I only quote one very significant example. (Dxroca6or is not 866m ",t' odaO6e-

 aecoq (De anima III 3. 428 a 25) LS Z) ni?~ r r~\L\I~ L \~ (cf. also,
 p. I30, 23f. 157, I5, i58, 3, 5, 7, 8, io). Averroes has . ~ instead, as to be expected. (p. 20 f. Ahwani)

 It is not impossible to assume that Theodore ab& Qurra's version of the Prior Analytics and the
 anonymous' version of an ultimately Greek compendium of the De anima were written at approxi-
 mately the same time, and even by the same author. St. John of Damascus' interest in Aristotelian

 psychology has been mentioned before. (Cf. above p. 99). The striking use of LSA L for Wcx,

 is certainly not a sufficiently wide base for such a far reaching conclusion, and more detailed study

 1 Abfi Uthmfn, Alexander of Aphrodisias, p. 285, 12 Badawi: L j C ji 0K.'A
 .1\
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 of the two texts will be necessary but the possibility cannot be excluded. Ibn an-Nadim, Fihrist

 p. 251, I5 ff. mentions a talblis by the Alexandrians-rather by Alexander?-(cf. Ibn al-Qifti p.
 41,I I Lipp.) and a summary (jawdmii) of this work by Yahya ibn al-Bitriq. Paragraph if possible the

 choice of . L J\ for 86Wa, cherished by an early translator or two early translators and then

 abandoned for a more convenient and unambiguous word may be compared with the use of the word

 .c. for ouacti instead of the later generally accepted Pahlavi , r.a (gohr = substance, cf. H. W.
 Bailey, Zoroastrian Problems in the Ninth Century Books, Oxford I943, p. 89 ff.) by the son of
 Ibn al-Muqaffa', Muhammad ibn CAbdallah ibn al-MuqaffaC, in the second half of the 8th century

 {cf. P. Kraus, Zu Ibn al-Muqaffa' [cf. above p. 95 n. 4] and C. A. Nallino, Noterelle su Ibn al-Muqafga e

 suo figlio, Riv. d. Studi Orientali ig, I933/4, pp. I30 ff. - Raccolta di Scritti VI, Rome I948,
 pp. 175 ff. C. Brockelmann GAL I p. I58, Suppl. I p. 233 ff. Ibn al-Qifti p. 35, I4, 36, 2 f.). It
 remained in use in the theological, mystical and legal texts, (Kraus, Zu Ibn al-Muqafaac p. 8 ff.
 with an important modification by Nallino Noterelle p. I33 f. = Reccolta etc. VI p. I79 f.) but did

 not really suit the Aristotelian meaning of OU6aco. This earliest translation of the Isagoge, the
 Categories, the HIIep't rp[vrvta and part of the Prior Analytics was still known to Al-Hasan
 ibn Suwar's contemporary Abu CAbdallah Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Yfsuf al-Hwarizmi, the
 author of the Maf/tit al-Culfrn. (Cf. C. Brockelmann GAL I p. 282, Suppl. I p. 434 f.). The fate of

 _t\ . \I \ has been similar. J. Schacht in his stimulating recent book has referred to some
 unobserved evidence concerning the legal meaning of ra'y which had changed from 'sound opinion'

 to individual reasoning in the sense of 'unguided, arbitrary opinion' about the lifetime of Theodore

 abu Qurra. (The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, Oxford I950, p. I29. Schacht's work is
 in several respects important for the study of early Arabic philosophy). This would explain that it

 had to be qualified if it was to correspond to the philosophical meaning of 86[a 'opinion', and why

 it was eventually rejected when it had acquired a very definite meaning in legal and theological
 literature. The use of the word in philosophical texts deserves certainly a detailed study.

 On p. 99 of his book Schacht has touched upon the influence of Greek rhetoric on early Mu-
 hammadan legal science and referred to the same technique of reasoning to be observed in Theodore

 abi Qurra and his younger contemporary, the great law scholar Ash-Shafici (767-820). It may be
 interesting in this connection to observe that Theodore, like the Greeks, could make fiqh a part of

 rhetoric, An. Pr. II 23, 68 b II ol pTropLxoL (scil. auX)oyLatoi) is translated by t.\\

 ;L L ,Ab- , a1 L ^a Ub \ , i.e. au)XoyLalLot or X6yotL S&1L8LXtXO&, o&XVLXOI, aCULPOUXeUTLXOL

 (cf., e.g., Aristotle, Rhetoric I 3, I358 b 6 ff.): show-oratory (probably referred to the Khutba),

 oratory of the advocate and oratory of the counsellor. Explanatory versions of this kind are
 not unusual in Theodore's translation, but the translation 'legal procedure' by fiqh which we
 thus get may be quite interesting for anybody who sets out to compare the forms of debate which

 were used in the Greek courts of law with similar ways of reasoning to be found, say, in the works

 of Ash-Shafici. The later Arabic translation is more precise: a..,l~\, .\,\ A' (cf. Averroes'

 Commentary on the Rhetoric p. 4 ff. Lasinio), Al-Kindi distinguishes X4\, ;j4.-l and .Z\

 :.. \ V.b [.ux / \( (cf. Studi su al-Kindi I, cap. IX ? 4 = p. 382, 8-io abi Rida. YaCqfibi,
 Historiae I p. I48, I-3 Houtsma and Studi etc. p. 379 and n. i. For the study of Aristotle's Rhetoric

 in al-Kindi's school cf. Ibn an-Nadim's [Fihrist 250, 2 f. F.] and Ibn al-Qifti's [37, 20 f. L.] reference

 to the autograph of an 'old' translation in the handwriting of Al-Kindi's pupil Ahmad ibn
 at-Tayyib as-Sarahsi, cf. F. Rosenthal, American Oriental Series 26, New Haven I943, p. 5I).

 1 Badawi prints Z, ) \, and tries to explain it by 'eschatoloqique', The correct reading is
 self-evident.
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 VII. BADAWI'S EDITION OF THE POSTERIOR ANALYTICS

 A.

 The study of the Posterior Analytics (cf. above p. 92: III) was not
 liked in the Nestorian Syriac church, since it was likely to provoke a
 conflict with truth as guaranteed by revelation (cf. M. Meyerhof, Von
 Alexandrien nach Bagdad p. 394/8, p. 206/20-on the authority of Al-
 Farabi); hence we know of no Syriac translation of the text before
 Ishaq ibn Hunain, who either completed or reshaped a version begun
 by his father (Fihrist p. 249, II-I2 Fl.) 1. This difficulty did not arise
 in the case of the Isagoge, the Categories, the Ilepi ?p,u. varSq, the
 Prior Analytics and the Topics and Sophistici Elenchi. It looks however
 as if the Jacobite followers of John Philoponus, the first Christian com-
 mentator of Aristotle, had continued to study the important work and
 that this tradition did not reach Baghdad before the second half of the
 ninth century, so that its definite introduction into the philosophical
 syllabus may be due to the Ioth century Christian philosophical school
 of Baghdad to which I had to refer so often in this article. The philosopher
 Al-Kindi gives a rather detailed account of the Categories, the De inter-
 pretatione and the Prior Analytic in his Introduction to Aristotle (cf.
 Studi su al-Kindi I, cap. III 1-4, IX), but has very little to say about
 the Posterior Analytics, of which he is supposed to have written an
 Epitome most probably without knowing the original text; he may have
 used some extract which he found in an Arabic translation or had trans-

 lated for his use (cf. Studi su al-Kindi I, cap. XI and p. 381/7 n. 2).
 He is actually blamed by Ibn Al-Qifti (I suppose on some Ioth century
 authority) for having neglected the method taught in Aristotle's Ana-
 lytics (p. 368 Lippert), whereas Al-Farabi is praised for making good
 this deficiency of his great predecessor (p. 277, I4 ff. Lippert). An ana-
 lysis of the logical forms employed by Al-Kindi in his treatises confirms
 the correctness of this judgement. He definitely prefers hypothetical
 and disjunctive syllogisms which had been highly appreciated since
 Chrysippus' time and been used very frequently by later Greek philos-
 ophers and by no means by Stoics only (cf., e.g., H. Mette in: Gnomon
 23, I95I, p. 35). Al-Farabi made more use of Aristotle's categorical
 syllogism. He was a pupil and friend of the Ioth century Christian

 1 They may have been influenced in embarking on this translation by Galen's onesided appre-
 ciation of the Posterior Analytics, for which he was blamed by Alexander of Aphrodisias and his

 Greek and Arabic followers. Both Hunain and Ishaq were very anxious to find a complete text

 of Galen's IIepl &drosleot0q, which was completely based on Aristotle's Posterior Analytics
 (cf. Risdal etc. no. 15 Bergstrasser).

 Oriens VI 9
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 Aristotelians of Baghdad who established the refined study of the Posterior
 Analytics in the Islamic world and made him familiar with valuable
 Greek exegesis of Aristotle's theory of demonstration to which they had
 access in Syriac translation.

 The establishment of a sound Arabic text was much easier under

 these circumstances and did not involve comparison of several Syriac
 and Arabic translations as in the case of the Prior Analytics (cf. above
 p. 115 ff.), the Topics (cf. pp. 470, 475, 515, 525, 530, 546, 562, 563, 572,
 579, 589, 59o, 603, 604, 605, 630, 636, 646, 645, 655, 656 Badawi: 'Syriac'
 variants- pp. 473, 496, 5Io, 513, 512, 516, 520, 527, 532, 552, 567, 596,
 609 Badawi: variant readings in other Arabic MSS) and the Sophistici
 Elenchi (cf. above p. 112 f.). Apart from Abu Bishr who translated Ishaq's
 text into Arabic the Paris MS mentions twice a translator Maraya. He
 is quoted in connection with I 22, 84 a I6 where the autograph of Yahya
 ibn 'Adi - reproduced with the help of Ishaq ibn Zur'a's copy by Al-
 HJasan ibn Suwar whose autograph the scribe has copied in his turn
 (cf. pp. 406, 465 Badawi) - has muttasil, which conveys the opposite
 meaning to the reading 8uape67v to be found in all the Greek MSS
 which have been examined. We read p. 379 n. 9: "In the Syriac (i.e. of
 Ishaq ibn Hunain)" munfasil, and the same in Marayas translation
 munfasil, and the same in the commentary of John the Grammarian",
 cf. John Philoponus p. 260, 12 ff. Wallies. An explanatory note by the
 same man is to be found p. 443 n. 3 (II 13, 96 b 9).

 I cannot identify this translator. But a recent study of the Hebrew
 and Latin translations of the Posterior Analytics, from which we learn
 that Ibn Rushd and the contemporary Latin translator of the Aristotelian
 work Gerard of Cremona (d. 1187) knew and used another translation
 besides the one compiled by Abu Bishr, makes it at any rate possible
 to connect the work of this anonymous translator with the Maraya of
 the Paris MS. We know some large sections of this version, thanks to
 Dr. Minio-Paluellos' painstaking investigation whose result is beyond
 doubt (Note sul Aristotile Latino medievale IV: La tradizione semitico-
 Latina del testo dei Secondi Analytici, Rivista di Filosofia Neo-Scolastica
 42, I95I, fasc. II). Unfortunately the evidence at present available does
 not allow us more than a guess, and we shall have to wait for the critical
 edition of Gerard's version by Dr. Minio and a full examination of the
 fourteenth century Hebrew translation and the I6th century Latin
 translations of Averroes' three different treatments of the Aristotelian

 work. If Al-Farabi read the Posterior Analytics in his youth with Yuhanna
 ibn Hailan (cf. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien nach Bagdad pp. 414/28,
 405/I9) he may well have studied this Arabic text which in its turn may
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 have been identical with Marayd-s translation of Ishaqs (?) Syriac
 version (?).

 The first commentator of the Posterior Analytics in Islamic lands
 was Abu Bishr3s teacher Abti Yahyd al-Marwazi (cf. above p. 98) who
 wrote however in Syriac (cf. Yahyd ibn (Adi's Syriac notes in the Prior
 Analytics mentioned above p. iio); the first Arabic commentator was
 the translator Abil Bishr himself. We learn that Abii Yahyd commented
 upon I 13, 78 b 13 "when the middle term is placed outside" in the
 following way (p. 351 n. i Badawi): "According to Alexander he means
 the second figure. But John Philoponus says: it is not like that, he rather
 means the remote cause". The Greek original of Alexanders commentary
 has not come down to us and we may infer from Ibn an-Nadim (Fihrist
 p. 249, 13 f.) that it was already lost in the ninth century. But Abil
 Yahyd's statement corresponds exactly to John Philoponus p. 174, 4 ff.
 Wallies): - 'Cpv &pyv [tev 6 'A?e'avap6q cpYaLv r8t & M''706o&WV -o 8eu6-epov Go7-%LC

 aI%LVZL. . 8L0o XCX'L U'7CO'VO'eL Vv 6Lov toi 5- ('RC r[eeGTOCL o7V PkeaOV OPOVrovro

 MoU'e a-vev . . &?eX' oc xcc' 6 'AM?~ovvpoq -npo'66?v cpYoa&v, 7 t9OTaLocL'
 -Mv !tCaov X&yet@ &v'' Toi '7opewzepW 7CO apoaZoi5q 'Xttcx'. The same note
 shows us also how the passage was understood by late Arabic commen-
 tators. ,,It is clear from Abti Bishr's words that he accepted both inter-

 pretations S i J\ J J)". Al-Hasan Ibn Suwdr continues:
 "But I believe cf. above p. iio) that John Philoponus's tatement
 is the soundest. In his favour are the words of the philosopher: 'Since

 (read S\ for j as in the text p. 351 1. 2) he does not give the cause
 itself (o; y&p ?ey'L y 6 altt.ov n: ... M'YYerat .... codd., Ross). The ex-
 cellent Shaikh Yahyd ibn "Adi said to me (cf. also p. 359 n. 5 and below
 p. I33): What John Philoponus said about this passage is right."

 John Philoponus is quoted as an authority in two other places, which
 are equally instructive. They may again go back to AbM Yahyd's Syriac
 commentary. I 23, 84 b 7 we are reminded that both the isosceles triangle
 and the scalene triangle have their angles equal to two right angles and
 find the following note on the margin (p. 381 n. 2): "John Philoponus
 says: It is in some manuscripts that the three angles are equal to four
 right angles. He says: If this is true, the exterior angles would be meant.
 We shall say soon in its proper place (cf. I 24, 85 b 39. II 17' 99 a 1g)
 how this is to be understood." John Philoponus p. 264, 23 if. W.: "TCOV
 avrt?cypaycov -co tle'v ezEl auatv ' poocz 'iS 7 ae, 7r"rpmaw . . .. .el ak etl Te'rpaca

 Opoa*q .... 6 X6yo4 7rspL Tcv exroq yovL v. aeXVUtOL y&Yp 0'L 7CTOCVt6Oq aZX-
 [LMOqO T&)V 7tXSU pV e%X OiCVG)V O'L 'eXTeq YVCOVLL -reitrpocaL Opooz LaOL elatLV.
 But &auav has prevailed in the Greek tradition as it did in the Arabic.

 I3I
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 In the chapter on Opinion I 33, 88 b 32 Aristotle discusses things which

 are true and real (abX]Oij ?V xlc 6vra o. y O A \. ) and yet
 contingent, so that scientific knowledge (?7rLar , p . 403 n. 2. \.

 evidently does not concern them". The Arabic commentator explains
 this in the following way (p. 402 n. IO): "It is perhaps to be questioned
 why he added 'real' to 'true', since things of which one says that

 they are 'true' are necessarily (;\, J) 'real'. (I) Alexander says that
 he added 'real', (2) because truth exists, also about those things which
 are not real as when we say that the goat stag (cf. above p. 123) does not
 exist. (3) But John Philoponus says: Alexander did not hit the mark
 about this, because this is not a matter of opinion but of knowledge.
 (4) For it is true to say that 'what is not real is <in fact > not real, and
 it cannot be otherwise." So far this is almost a litteral translation of

 John Philoponus p. 323, 9 ff. W.: (I) Kaoc 6 'AXScavpoq ?EyouLV.ZS TO
 XwpLOv cpYTvV OT L a8t TOUTo 7tpoa60TXe 'xOal 6vTOc', (2) Zt?tar. xal Zxt T- Jv [L

 oVTCoV (rl6 TO aXY46 O, OTV ? 'x TtC o ux '?T TpayXapo4. (3) sXzEYE 8
 6 p t X 6 a o o (vic. Ammonius) t[ xaxX TOVTO X?yyeLv Trv 'AXiaovSpov ?* o
 y&p 8617q, pna,iv, -TO TQ -OLauTa e?s8vl a&XX7' trrazLt qLTY4. (4) O yap YP ov
 [zV a&X7O7a 8 Xysy6Opvov o6t o"x ?6Tt, rTOUTo &8uvaocov &XXwoq ?L S V. "What

 one ought to say "continues the Arabic commentator, very appro-
 priately" is that by the word 'real' he indicated the contingent things
 and that he used as it were a doubling i.e. reinforcing expression

 (jS\u;\ es\ ^u\ JyL 3j \ ;N) .
 Another passage where the agreement with John Philoponus is empha-

 sized has been mentioned before (p. I3I). The second passage in which
 Abu Yahya is mentioned by name, a commentary on I 23, 84 b 25 ff.
 is again inspired by John Philoponus, as a comparison of p. 382 n. 6

 with p. 267, 3 f. W. clearly shows: j\ J u; : Ju j& t sJ,\ . A\

 EJm\ y&p xoU\ @ 0~ i, ^ >J ^ U\ J o"\ x4yopov sa

 EMaL yap xaL o? opot apXaL o'sOL aCXXQXv a(Lecc); xarrJyopouvTal ?LaL e
 apXoca xoal aL ex TOUTCOV 7rpOTaa?L;, oacp xaloc ac v auvOeTCv xapXal elt viv
 U6X7 xal is8o, ?ET xal -r& ax T X aut Xox OX TOU'TCOV trpCrTCo auvTrOaELfeva
 ac64oaTa, Xey((c 8] ra aToLicsXa.
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 Abui Bishr, being himself the translator of Ishaq ibn Hunain's Syriac
 version, did not have to offer any comments on the text in the case of
 the Posterior Analytics, being unable, like Ishaq, to compare the Greek
 original, since he had no Greek 1. But there are about 15 explanatory
 notes in his name, of minor importance but showing again how carefully
 the text is explained (p. 351: cf. above p. I3I); p. 353 note 3: I 14, 79 a
 20; p. 354 n. I: I I4, 79 a 25; p. 356 n. 6: I I6, 79 b 24; p. 368 n. 2: 119, 8ib
 34; p. 369 n. 2: I I9, 82 a 20; p. 379 n. 2: I 22, 84 a 6; p. 402 n. 6: I 22,
 88 b 20; p. 409 n. 4: II 2, 89b 38; p. 425 n. 5: II 8; p. 459 n. I: II I3,
 97 b 28, p. 453 n. I: II I4, 98 a I4; p. 454 n. 4: II i6, 98 a 35; p. 460
 n. 2: II 17, 99 a 26) 2. Twice both his and Yahya ibn 'Adi's views are
 quoted for the same passage, p. 368 n. 2 and p. 369 n. 2. Abil Bishr's notes
 are to the point and are quite on the level of similar explanatory remarks
 by Greek commentators but appear to be of no particular interest in
 themselves. The same verdict applies to most of the eleven notes reported
 in the name of Yahya ibn 'Adi (p. 316 n. 3: I 2, 72 a 32; p. 359 n. 5:
 I I6, 80 a 25 ff., together with a note by Al-Hasan; p. 366 n. 3: I 19
 81 b 12; p. 368 n. 2: I 19, 81 b 34; p. 369 n. 2: I 19, 82 a 20; p. 371 n.3:
 I 21, 82 b 8 ff.; p. 408 n. 2: II I, 89 b 29; p. 419 n. 4: II 5; p. 424 n. 9:
 II 7, 92 b 36; p. 428 n. I: II 8, 93 b 5; p. 435 n. I: II 12). P. 316 n. 3 he
 gives a much better translation of 72 a 32 ouX ot6v T? - 34 isc48,
 rendering in addition 7TL[t,TV by saddaqa instead of 'arafa. 3 The
 difficult words 89 b 25 e[q &pL066v 60vTS (cf. Ross, Greek edition
 p. 6Io) are explained (p. 408 n. 2) as by John Philoponus p. 336, 29 W.:
 avNl 8? TOU ECtiV 'Tt el 6VTa 7rpohBX'aT r ouPsv iM TX ,0, O ic L
 api0gLov 60vt?4'.

 Interesting is his reference to Heraclitus p. 428 n. i, where he comments

 upon the explanation of the eclipse of the moon by her rotation (aTpocpg)
 or extinction (0x6a3TeaCt): ,,It may be that he follows in this the view

 of Heraclitus that the stars cease to exist when they set ( .,J \
 \UL, 45cD)". The source of this surprising statement is unknown.

 1 Cf. his remarks on the text on the Prior Analytics (above p. 109 ff.) and the interesting Colophon

 of the second book of the Topics, from which we learn that Top. I-III were compared with a copy
 of the autograph of Abu 'Uthman, collated in its time with the Greek, in 298/9o1, and that cor-
 rections from the Syriac due to Abu Bishr's collations were also incorporated in Al-Hasan's text:

 to V c jC,J\ i;\ 7t \ u X\4 ,j i i^ X \ (?)Jc \i > : iJ t
 <'L T..\ -.\ -\ (p. 532 Bad., p. 196 Georr).

 2 Cf. also Averroes' Great Commentary, Latin edition I552, fol. 20o r; edition 1562 and 1574,
 fol. 412 r (quoted by L. Minio-Paluello, Note sul Aristotile Latino p .4 n. 2).

 3 1. i of the note read J i; ~ instead of Y.i.\ (!).
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 There are only a few explicit remarks in the name of Al-Hasan himself
 p. 351 n. I (cf. above p. 131) p. 359 n. 5 (cf. above p. 131) p. 417 n. 8 (cf.
 below p. 138), but we may safely assume that we can credit him with
 the very numerous anonymous notes concerned with textual criticism
 and particularly with the argument which accompany the text of
 the Posterior Analytics.

 I propose to give a survey of these notes, mainly of those which concern
 the establishment of the text, whether they are explicitly taken from
 Ishaq's Syriac text or given as alternative readings or corrections
 above the line. There are no variant readings which are explicitly
 attributed to other Arabic manuscripts. Since the Greek editors of this
 work had no opportunity to compare the Arabic readings which are now
 published for the first time, a select list of such readings which on the
 whole confirm Ross' appreciation of n is also to be found in this survey.
 There are also a few obvious corrections of Badawi's Arabic text,
 picked up at random. The way in which he fills lacunas or supposed
 lacunas of the text is almost always wrong; a study of the MS. on the
 spot is needed for everyone who tries to establish this part of his edition
 on a sound basis, and a complete index verborum. The three other
 MSS. from Indian libraries to which Brockelmann, Supplement I p. 370,
 refers do most probably not contain the translation of the Posterior
 Analytics, cf. Minio-Paluello, Note, p. 3 note 4. But the fourteenth century
 Hebrew version of the second book, or rather of the lemmata of Aver-
 roes' Great Commentary of the second book will be useful for establishing
 a more accurate text of Abui Bishr's Arabic translation, since Averroes
 followed Abui Bishr in this book, cf. Minio-Paluello Note p. I6 ff. and
 particularly p. 20 note 5. Cf. also M. Steinschneider, Die Hebraischen
 Ubersetzungen des Mittelalters, Berlin 1893, p. 95.

 B.

 I i (p. 3IO, 1. 3): The Ms has oj.> + q-; O \
 - (p. 3Io, n. i): 7I a I2 7rpou7rXOaavsLV .^ai f.LV O\: above the line i. ...

 'assume': correct? 2.

 (p. 3Io, n. 8): 7I a I7 Tcp6rpopOv \..i: above the line J. er* 'previously': correct?
 (p. 310, 1. 15): 72 a I9 TO xa06Xou 6v codd.: ... o5 Phil. Them. Ross: 'r xaoC6Xou ....
 Arab.

 I 2 (p. 313, n. i): 7I b i8 auXXoyltop6v e?rltT7tLovmx6v '\ i[k%\) ti\' : above the
 line .A\ : ?

 1For the Sigla of the Greek MSS referred to cf. above p. 115 n. I.

 2 The MS has 1. 9 5.\,\\ instead of ;.>/\.

 Richard Walzer I34
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 I 2 (p. 3I3, n. 2): 71 b 19 'cj XeXEtv oxt6v \. j m \: above the line, in red:

 (p. 3I5) cf. above p. 12I, n. 2.

 (P. 316, n. 3) cf. p. I33.

 I 3 (p. 3,7, 1. 6-7): 72 a 5 f. I suggest 1. 6 4j>J for roj (6L& t6), without adding any thing, and

 in the following line (with thc manuscript, according to Badawi) 4', c u OC).u

 7Lat [r(V.- (n: bLrm [l7r codd., Ross).

 (p. 317, 1. Io): 72 b 8 6?w& ns Phil. Ross (p.554): "?coq ABC d n Arab. (,\
 (p. 3i8, 1. I3): 72 b 22 t& & ?"aoc ABd Phil. Ross: t& tLeao n, Arab.

 - (p. 318, 1. 15): 72 b 24 t.vd ABC Phil. Arab. Ross: rL d n.

 (p. 318, 1. i6): 72 b 24 read 'u j -oy 6pouS yvop(' o ev

 (P. 319, n. 2): 72 b 34 ou'rT) C X.i\\ \O 3c: above the lineJ94

 (p. 319, 1. i6: 72 b 37 0,rov y&p, read j( 9 Eo< J] 4A ')3.? Cf. p. 320, n. 2.

 (P. 32I, n. 2): 73 a i7 ou'katCop, read .. ~i with BadawI. Probably in the MS?

 I 6 (P. 329, 1. 2): 74 b 13 &'vayxcx(ov Phil., Ross (p. 528): &voyXXtZov codd., Arab.

 (p. 329, n. i): cf. above p. I26.

 (P. 330, 1. I3): 75 a 3 &voyxxLcov n Phil.' Arab Ross: &vOyxaLou ABCd.

 I 8 (p. 335, 1. 5): 75 b 31 OpLaLtou' codd. Ross: 6pLatoi3 n Arab. (l1, -

 (P. 335, 1. 8): 75 b 34 f [ev -ro&o58 B Phil. Arab. Ross: oc'L Iiiv -ooou (,roi n2) 8L6tL n.

 I io (p. 338, 1. 9): L ... bp probably a marginal gloss which slipped into the text (cf.
 p. 319, 1. i6).

 (P. 338, 1. io): 76 a 35 xcxtl Ross (with n and other MSS): xou tL Cd Phil. Arab.

 (P. 339, 1. 6): 76 b 5 XO'L ypcx[LV.L& om. Arab.

 (P. 339, 1. 9): 76 b 8 x4poq + x6xXoq V Arab.!
 (p. 340, n. 2): 76 b 2I OUpeXeZv + 'equals remain' Arab. (cf. Mure's translation) "These

 words are not in the Syriac in Ishdq's translation" and are either an explanatory note by

 someone or a very pardonable addition to the Greek by Abfi Bishr (cf. also Minio-Paluello

 op. cit. p. 3 n. I.

 (P. 34I, n. 5): 76 b 37 'unless we are prepared to call intelligent listening a form of hypo-

 thesis' (Ross p. 541) b\c )? \ ...2\ b r 'A ,(a >2 \: alter-

 native translation in note (from the Syriac?) :b
 eL xotL rt & xo6eaV =n60eatv tL q voctL cpjaeL better.

 I Ii (p. 342, 1. I2): 77 a 9 &i c 1T?6evcov, read instead of

 (P. 343, a. 5): 77a I5 W067v ,..: 'bove the line, in red' L.hA (stylistic alternative or

 variant from the Syriac?)

 I2 (p. 345, n. 8): cf. Sir Thomas Heath, Mathematics in Aristotle (Oxford 1949), p. 33 if.

 - (P. 345, n. 9): Reference to Bryson's and Antiphon's quadrature of the circle as in John

 Philop. p. I49, IO ff. W.

 - (P. 346, n. 3): 77 b 24-26. The Syriac is evidently more closely following the Greek than

 Abfi Bishr. Brought in by Yahyh ibn CAdi?
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 Greek Abf Bishr 'Syriac'

 a) xacdt 'o .v t'rpov . J b . \'
 b&Y??)|XTp)XTOVL ! A A 3 ^^ L i

 b) T& pnT XeV J^ ' 3ti J^ gse nx L v
 COMrep TO aIppu0Fov 4;\ r 0Z> ^;i

 C) T0 8' vTpOVJ\ _ 4 \<
 TCO tpaXo5; EdXELV .) ' 4 i4 \ J . 3 \i ^ j -^

 I 12 (p. 347, n. 5): 77 b 31 v TroiS XO6yot (Philop. p. 156, 4 W.: TorTactLv ev TOCx<; aO x-nrtx0t;

 auvoucrataL) xAl 0 (: above in red -. y\ 'in dialectical argument'. Cf. ad p. 434
 1. 3, below p. I39. 1

 (P. 347, 1. 3: 77b 32 tra !) j I1 ' \ b. c.5-. r.\, evidently in the Syriac
 transcription (cf. Al-Farabi, Canons of Poetry p. 269, 1. 4 Arberry: U\il ?xxc. cf. above

 p. 1o5 and p. I22, n. 3) 2

 (p. 348, 1. 7 + n. i): 78a ii XatL3&ivouat read .c. for o.;>

 (p. 348, n. 4): 78a 14 7rpoXac0L3veCt?v, Abf Bishr evidently translates 7tpoXotpaavetv

 Q^-2t 5 iO /l*-j bt., the correct reading is presupposed in the note above the line

 ;oLAj ,-_.. O '. (taken from the Syriac? or from Maraya's translation, cf. the similar
 case discussed above p. I30 f.

 I 13 (p. 349, n. 7): 78 a 30 &&a TO Li tkLY ;3Xs I \ ijA 3 . : above the line in red:
 J; SJ. Evident emendation, from the Syriac?

 - (p. 350, 1. io): 78 b 7 y(ivTOaL auxxoyLato6a n Arab.: y&yovev 6 auvXoy<atA6q codd., Ross.

 - (p. 350, 1. I4): 78 b ii atjlatqg codd. Ross: a6or~aztg n. Arab.

 - (p. 35I, 1. 2): 78 b I5 Xty:TaL codd., Ross: XyS?t n. Arab.

 - (p. 35I, 1. 5); 78 b i7 7 a&rC69aCTG, read .,j\ for ^, \
 - (35, n. 4 b, belonging to p. 352,1. 4-5): 78 b 30-31 'in the Syriac'.

 Greek Abi Bishr Syriac

 olov To rou 'AvaXapoloS q\ J^ t, jj JE
 OTrl kv 6zXIaC oIX lO v - s0 o a

 ottSX~a:p~O^\A\ f q3 , ;\ Ph .i. T e um i k. R
 aunrTp[8es< n, Phil. Them., Ross

 aTc- ABcd A ABc d d

 | ou?8 yx^&p & potCe rnS 4 S jL\ o ) | > 1\

 1 Cf. also n. 4; v67al<s O j, explained by .
 2 Cf. also above p. 119. Concerning Badawi's note (n. 6) cf. Ross p. 547 ad 1.
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 Only the Syriac presupposes 'flute girls', in agreement with n and the commentators.
 But there was no adequate translation for 'flute', although the Arabs had all kinds of flutes

 (cf., e.g., H. G. Farmer, in The Legacy of Islam, Oxford I93I, p. 36I), and we have 'singing
 girls' instead. Abfi Bishr has 'singing and its instruments'. Poet. i, I447 a I4 he does not

 translate oUiiTQTxij (\Jram). Otherwise, the Syriac, as to be expected, follows the
 Greek more closely.

 I 15 (p. 355, I3): 79 a 38 oux b8vXCTza Tr A 'r B p Ttcor; (t) Tr&dpXetv. TTO .... read

 A9[ L[] , J~l J o 3\ ; . O$. <~> [O1] .' cf. above p. I35 (ad p. 3I9,
 I6 and p. 338, 9).

 - (. 355, n. 3): 79 b 2 et T B: r (: ) Abu Bishr: above the line in red 'in the Syriac B':

 correct (also noticed by Badawi).

 - (p. 356,1. 9): 79 b 21 aT6tL0g (I_Uat .j ) om. Arab, but presupposed n. 4.

 I 18 (p. 365, 1. ii): 8 b 4 6OTI cr&ipXsL kx&arp y'v, read A.,'t Y d o 'bE .x ^ ;y

 instead of .... a.b? i.o\ .... (corr. F. Rahman).

 I I9 (p. 366, 1. 4): 8 b 12 6 8i arTSpqlTtx6s (scil. Uir&PXeL) read a.i .JU\ L\ instead of

 (p. 366, n. 3): 8I b I3 T,v 8' ketrpcv 6tr oU( 67pX UrXap 4X ei . .\ o ) (\ \

 43 1yf.. Abu Bishr. On the margin: 'In the Syriac' . ~ ,Si; A \\j: nearer to
 the Greek text but not clearer.

 (p. 367, 1. 2): 8i b 21 pIL' atr ABl' n1 Ross (p. 567): mcTI A2B2Cdn Arab Phil.
 (p. 367, 1. 2): 8i b 21 elvoCL A1C1 Ross: LT B2dn Arab.: t v eIvou A2C2.
 (p. 367,1. 9): 8i b 27 Xeux6q Phil. Arab. (ut vid.) Ross: Xeux6v codd.

 (p. 369, n. I): 82 a 8 i 7rCp65 &XXXoc t7epovs?TL 'LIt VC ,. .l . rL Arab.
 Marginal note: 'in the Syriac' .... ,^ \ : indifferent?

 (p. 369, 1. 13): 82 a i8 ??r' &J.ip6orspa codd. Ross: srt' &dcep6oxpt A2n Phil.' Arab.
 I 20 (p. 370, 1. 12): 82 a 31 apy ABDn Arab.: oa! Waitz, Ross.

 (p. 370,1. 13): 82 a 32 Xapeigv: read j. for >y
 I 21 (p. 372, 1. 2): 82 b ii avo codd. Ross: x&Trxo Phil., fecit n, Arab.

 - (p. 372,1. 3): 82 b 12 A n1 Ross: 8 ABD: &vwo n2 Phil. Arab.

 - (p. 372, 1. 7): 82 b I6 E8?UTpog codd. Ross: TptToq n.1 Arab.
 - (P. 373, 1. 9): 82 b 32 7?x7cpa0tCJ?eaxLg codd Ross Arab: om. nt: Tr?cepMrt?&VCIo nW. Phil..:

 7roXXacix Phil. yp.
 I 22 (p. 377, 1. 5): 83 b I3 8' 6TL codd. Arab. Ross: 8&,Xov O6L n.

 (p. 377, n. 5): 83 b I9 xaTrxyopeTaOaL + &fL .l2j: These two words 'are not in the
 Syriac': correct.

 (P. 379, 1. 7): 84 a ii 'r&C Trv Phil. Arab. Ross: CT'L oaTZr' AB: &lTL d: oZ'rl fecit n.

 (P. 379,1. Io): 84 a 15 &vurcipXet. Read . y, for ir U
 (P- 379, n. 9): cf. above p. 130.

 (P. 379, 1. 11): 84 a I7 Evu7rcpXzt. Read _>,. for .y.. .

 (p. 379, 1. x1): 84 a 17 &ap.0Uoij. I suggest >.,,\ for ~ .\

 1 3i&. MS jd*' Badawi.
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 I 23 (p. 38I, n. I): 84 b 6 6'L oux aeL (om. nl.) ... 6rcCpZL o)p.-, cr. Arab.: 'in the Syriac'

 o- \-X. uj iS: correct.
 (p. 38i, 1. I2): 84 b 9 Trepot codd. Ross: exd'rcpov nl. Arab.

 - (p. 383, 1. 5): 84 b 31 XT7TSzoV. Read .>; for >..
 - (p. 383, 1. 6): 84 b 33 ocABD Arab.: A n Ross (p. 586).

 - (p. 383, 1. 7): 84 b 34 XacqpqLcv?TrcL. Read Jiy for j.,

 - (p. 384, 1. i): 85 a 4 [z codd. Ross: om. n.1 Arab.

 I 24 (p. 385, 1. 3): 85 a 23 TrarOTr0ieOa. Read .; for f,
 - (p. 385, 1. 4): 85 a 23 el&Mpi.V Bn Arab Them. Ross: M8oxtev A d.

 (p. 385, n. 6): 85 a 25 oivOpx7roq pouatx6oQ: \\il Arab.: 'Syriac .^ , .il
 correct. For the use of the Syriac form cf. Al-Farabi, Canons of Poetry p. 269, 17 Arberry:

 C.)Yj

 - (p. 386, 1. 12): 85 b 4 p.aXXov, i.e. <_^ > instead of <3; >

 I 25 (p. 392, 1. i): 86 b I3 Xocp'iv. Read j>, for ozy
 I 3I (p. 398, 1. 8): 88 a i vUv n. Phil.' Arab. Ross: om. ABd.
 I 32 (p. 402, 1. 6): 88 b 29 pJ[iyeo q Phil. Ross: sey0ouq. ABdn Arab.
 II i (p. 408,1. 6): 89 b 29 TO2 codd. Ross: TO'6r TO n Arab.

 II 3 (p. 413, n. 5): 90 b 27 ] Toc xp7prOC o6ptLo' a,ovraL avao 68ixToL ' ^l . it 3:b7 A O.

 Arab. (corrupt): 'in the Syriac' g > ... . \, 3c \ , iU; ,., \ : correct.

 II 5 (p. 417, n. 8): 9 b i5 OCoaSzxvuauv + j- .pj\ >J1 Afl.?. This appears to be a

 marginal note to or a variant reading for Sfz. i5'\ " ,;I\ (&oatpX oW8' 6 t0CyCov)
 which has slipped into the text. ,,These words are not in the Syriac, and there is in ad-
 dition no need for them. And I think" (i.e. Al-Hasan) ,,that Abf Bishr has explained it

 (_,, ) in his translation".

 - (p. 419, n. i): 91 b 34 xO(i TOUTO peV oU8' v u rOCTO ,..OV a\ 4., j. jt \ 'This
 is not in the Syriac'. Applies probably to the last three words which are, strictly speaking,
 not necessary but they bring out the special force of ou68v quite well. 1

 - (p. 4I9, 1. 4): 9I b 36 6 0x Trq 8tLcpoapeaco; Xeyo)v T 6poy optp6v \. j \\ c} j ..
 Above the line in red i^: correct.

 - (p. 420, n. 2): 92 a 3 6 8' TOLOUTO X6yo? &c ou6x rTLV 6pOli x6; . 5 ^ \c o.i> 3 ji J

 Arab. Above the line in red 'in the Syriac' l;c, I . , \jJ 3. : correct - oux
 orTLV d E Phil. Arab.: OUX'rTL A B n.

 II 6 (p. 420, 1. 5): 9I a 6 xao om. n Arab.

 - (p. 420, 1. 9): 92 a 9 y&p codd. Ross: av n: dp' \'\ Arab (this is the reading in the ancestor

 of n used by Ishaq).

 - (p. 421, 1. 7): 92 a 20 et TO xOcx& ?eaTt T6 8tOiCpET elvoa I suggest to read: _. ; (Badawi

 . -) J.u 4;/ ;\ . (Badawi U) .-, . .\ L, A O)\? \, cf. 11. 9 and io.
 - (p. 421, n. 5): j..iL : above the line: 'This is not in the Syriac and is not needed here'. It

 may originally be a gloss (cf. ad p. 4I7 n. 8) or one of the double translations which Abfi
 Bishr likes (of 8tocpsrcop).

 Cf. e.g. 94 b I2: p. 432, 10 oU8Iv 8LaCypE9pL 0>. \ <. y ) .
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 II 6 (p. 421, 1. 9): 92 a 22 '&lclPzr'vtOV tr,o &Mye-r codd. Ross: kLupe1ov rqC &8Loup6&c d Arab
 (isolated case, cf. 424, io).

 (P. 422, n. 4): 92 a 33 yp0Cc.L[VXrrLx6q c4.o\.. above the line LE~. Cf. above p. 121,

 n. 4 and &it6 yev6aeoq .A;ki Al-FarTbi, Canons of Poetry p. 269, 14, 270, 15 Arberry

 and below ad p. 433, n. I2.

 II 7 (p. 423, 1. 6): 92 b 12 pcMlL'v. Read instead of
 (P. 423,1. 7): 92 b 13 0 r& eatav Arab, scripsit Ross: 6,rL `aLV codd. NB!

 (P. 424, n. 6): 92 b 27 e" v n Phil. Arab. ( ..) Ross: qv ABd - above the line
 (.. is not needed): I wonder.

 (P. 424, 1. io): 92 b 3I 6a-Txe 6pouq &v 8tocXeyoit.cOoc vr ; vre '.\A (j(?) .

 ~~4 ~S~i~ Al.i&. Badawi (p. 424 n. 8) understands U; M as M'x yoyi (cf. above p.
 120 f.) and gives an inaccurate version of the Greek. I suggest to read U..,P- (7rokVTe)

 instead.

 (P. 424, L. To): 92 h 33 &7681LztL d Arab. (cf. ad p. 421, 9) Ross: om. AR: ehl&aliV.7 B2n.

 II 8 (p. 426, 1. 4): 93 a i6 7iT6vtEz codd. Ross: 7rL6vreq Phil. Arab. (ut vid. ... ... y
 II 9 (p. 429, 1. 2): 93 b 23 rp67tov B2dn Phil. Them. Arab.: r'67rov AB.

 (P. 429, n. I): 93 b 26 7tq oua(om 'being', not in the technical sense of 'substance': D

 Arab, above the line ~. probably correct.

 II I (p. 43i, n. 2): 93 b 37 -roi5 7c 6o 'AOyvociouq LI 30 3 3: above the
 line in red: 3 3 <j> (cf. 94 b 4, 5) 'that war was waged against the Athenians':
 correct. (from the Syriac?).

 (p. 431, n. 2): 'EperpL6ov. It is, in general, not advisable to change Greek proper names,

 which are corrupt in the Arabic, according to the Greek. In addition, I wonder why t =

 Arab. becomes k".? in Badawi's emended reading.

 (P. 432, 1. 8): 94 b 8 ' -vexo rvoq Arab., Ross (p. 647):'v~x& "ve vox codd., cf. ad p. 423, 1. 7.
 There is an interesting parallel in Metaph. A 7, 1072 a 34, where the older translator

 Astat, with Ross, understands 7r6; kxov (\ ), whereas Abfi Bishr, with the Greek

 MSS, Ps.-Alexander and William of Moerbeke take it as an interrogative pronoun (, .I

 cf. p. 1598 Bouyges. A 6, 1072 a 5 we find the correct reading vo5q &vbpyeL in one

 Greek MS (T), William of Moerbeka, Ps.-Alexander and Abfi Bishr (J.0\\

 whereas Astft has &v'pye'ci (3 i3 \) with the Greek MSS EJAb. (cf. also above p. ii9).

 (P. 433, n. I): 94 b 19 ),6yoq, above the line 'definition', cf. Mure's translation (presumably
 from a Greek commentary - cf. p. 456, n. 5I: 98 b 23; p. 458, n. 2: 99 a 3).

 (P. 433, 1. I2): 94 b 32 0-rb Eustr. Them. Arab. Ross (p. 647): om. codd.: NB!

 (P. 433, 1. 13): 94 b 33 o( llUOOy6pSL0L O, k~: n. io: 1
 (P. 433, n. 12): 94 b 34 &v r6 rocpr above the line al Cf. abovep. 121
 and ad p. 422, n. 4.

 (P. 434, 1. 3): 95 a I unusual rendering of 6ppL] by ;_j presupposes Philoponus' para-

 phrase of the passage p. 384, 28 W. nop& y t alv 8& xKod p3oXLm xviL'Va7 &aLLv z 11 [d ) ' M6

 Cvo06a cpuawLxi 8 u v o& p . e W q xoC% (S) 7 kLa0otLeV7q. p. 385, 6 W.: xocrd% 3'1v cpuaLxipv
 86vxctv (cf. ad p. 347, n. 5). NB!

 Cf. N'ette philol. Untersuchmugen 7, Berlin I929, p. 78.
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 II II (p. 434, 1. 6): 95 a 4 a&8pLag J3V.
 II 12 (p. 434, 1. 6): 95 a I6 TX aotLV xpucaXo,XOq; Elicp90c 8' 6'ot ascop xTertly6q. I prefer to

 read c\2<>\. 43\ jd,^,j ? A.\ U instead of a> . <' .> V Badawi.
 - (p. 437, 1. 9): 95 b 6 &s8LapeTra B2n Phil. Arab. Ross: 8laLperoa ABd.

 - (p. 439, n. 6): 95 b 36 8La Toi5 LCaou l,-Y\ 3J Arab.: above the line i.,) .: better
 II 13 (p. 441, n. i): 96 a 20 t(Orjg Pv 6ov 'r T' CTa'V igt T0t6o 6Opou d&ToiS8oTaL; Above

 the word ~ : .J)\. I suggest to read <.>1\> . . .A i. i /L.
 (p. 445, n. 7): 96 b 35 aiLtsoLaL .),)z Arab., above the line \J\,q. The Arab. is
 correct, the note is wrong but presupposes either knowledge of Greek or comparison with

 an ambiguous Syriac word.

 - (p. 448, 1. 14): 97 a 36 to6 rT? 7rporov xxrT 8oCLpPE aLo .... .. j .\ . j\:
 above the line .... . \ O^ A.'.- ... better (from the Syriac?).

 (p. 448, 1. 14): 97 a 36 Oirt Lrav ? r68s 6 r68se ov \oL;ki '4 .'- y,1 O \\ J1\ 0J

 <i.\> \j. \. \ .^> . Badawi's addition of . \ is completely unjustified.
 (p. 449, 1. 2): 97 b 3 }'L codd. Arab. Ross: eiSYn T y'voS n.

 (p. 450, 1. 4): 97 b 14 IXelouq Eustr. Phil. Ross: 7rXetC codd.: Tp'io Arab.

 (p. 450,1. 8): 97 b I7 il codd. Arab. Ross: om. n.

 (p. 451, n. 4): 97 b 32 TO a(ocpq ,a.l\\ Arab, above the line ~*bdl :better (from the
 Syriac ?)

 II 14 (p. 453,1. I): 98 a ii A codd. Ross: y n Arab.
 II 16 (p. 455, 14): 98 b 3 oaiLrTLtv codd. Arab. Ross: a'ctov n'.

 - (p. 457, 1. 1-2): 98 b 25 ff. glosses (in brackets) in the text.
 (P. 457, 1. 8): 98 b 33 oi codd. Arab. Ross: oux nL.

 - (p. 457,1. 9): 98 b 34 TOLaSi A2 Phil. Arab. (ut vid.): Trota& B: rotq 8t d n.
 II 17 (p. 458, 1. 14): 99 a 9 xOc 2 codd. Arab.: xoao n.

 - (p. 458, 1. 14): 99 a Io ypocaqIL n. Ross: ypyp[pocL A B d Phil. Arab.

 (p. 459,1. 6): 99 a I4 ca'laoa.lv Arab., read r\ !
 (p. 460, 1. 2): 99 a 21 [.iaov2 + TO 7rp()ov n. Arab.: om. codd. Ross.
 (p. 460, . ii): 99 a 33 R B Eustr. Arab. Ross: 6 ABdn.

 - (p. 461, 1. 7-8): 99 b 2 Tr A TCo A tr iapXL. yop n Arab.: Tr A Ur7irpX? ABd An. Phil.:
 [ro A] UroapXze Ross.

 - (p. 461,1. 8): 99 b 2 7ctL TOZg A . L\ 7.. b 3: rT E ,\*.G (agst. TO: n.)
 - (p. 461, 1. I7): 99 b 8 &a)d codd. Arab. Ross: + Crt n.
 II I8 (p. 462,1. 2): 99 b ii Tr A2n An. Ross: ra Bd Eustr. Phil. Arab.
 II 19 (p. 463, 1. I5): Ioo a I 'Tt. AEPhil. Them. (ut vid.) Ross: ev Tl d n fecit B: tL An. Arab.

 (- -)-
 - (p. 463, n. 3): oo a 2 J3 j Xyoq 'forming of a conception' (Ross): above the line ml>,

 read <. 'proposition', cf. I. Pollack op. cit. p. 39.

 - (p. 464, 1. 2): ioo a 6 i &x 7rocrav AB, fecit n: om. An. Arab.

 (p. 464, 1. I8): ioob 5 Y n Eustr. Arab. Ross: >ca[ ABd. A gloss has slipped into the Arabic

 text o{tco + \ L t,Jl (Ti 'eraOYoy).

 Cf. e.g. 38 b 19: p. 456, 5 &8& roi oci aLou \V ; 8a c. acc. is J, cf. e.g., 98 b 20: p. 456, 5.

 140
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 The contents of this survey may conveniently be summarised in a few
 words. It is interesting to realise how much could be corrected with
 the help of Ishaq ibn Hunain's Syriac text and of other unspecified
 sources of information. I count 33 passages treated in this way
 Comparison of the readings of the Syriac and Arabic with the variant
 readings recorded in the apparatus criticus of Sir David Ross' recent
 edition confirms us in the belief that only a diligent and eclectic study
 of all the good MSS available will bring us as near as possible to Aristotle's
 autograph or, at least, to Andronicus' of Rhodes edition. The Arabic
 agrees with the Ambrosianus n in 25 passages. It is however very pro-
 bable that an ancestor of n-which is somehow connected with Ishaq's
 text-had not yet been spoiled by some of the bad readings now to be
 found in the Ambrosianus (cf. ad p. 420, 9). But there are at least o1
 passages in which the Arabic text agrees with Philoponus against n,
 6 of which are accepted as the best readings by Ross, two of them (367, 9,
 379, 7) against all the Greek MSS; Io times Philoponus, n and Arab
 agree. I list ten passages where the Arabic has preserved the right
 reading not to be found in n or Philoponus, but it may have been in the
 relative of n which was presumably used by Ishaq. Once only is a different
 division of the Greek words proposed by Ross born out by the Arabic
 (423, 7) and once the change of an indefinite pronoun into an interro-
 gative (432, 8). The most important argument for linking up Ishaq
 with Philoponus is the passage p. 434 1. 3, where it is impossible to
 assume that the Arabic translator, as it occasionally happens (cf., e.g.,
 Plato Arabus I p. 22 ff.), misunderstood an ambiguous Syriac word. All
 this will, in due course, be important for a future history of Early Islamic
 Philosophy and its Greek and Syriac background.

 ADDITIONS

 Ad p. 92. III) Since this article was written, vol. III of Man(iq Aristiu has been published (Cairo
 I952). It contains Topics VII, translated by Abu 'Uthman ad-Dimashqi (pp. 676-689) and
 VIII, translated by Ibrahim ibn 'Abdallah al-Katib, cf. above p. 98 n. i (pp. 690-733); the
 three translations of the SophisticiElenchi, cf. above p. I2 f. (pp. 736-IOI8) ;Porphyry's Isagoge,
 translated by Abu 'Uthman ad-Dimashqi, cf. above p. io6 n. i (pp. I02I-I068). Another
 edition of the Isagoge by Ahmad Fouad al-Ahwani was published in Cairo in the same year
 (together with a Life of Porphyry, in Arabic). Both editors would have been well advised to

 consult the parallel version to be found in the Bodleian MS Marsh 28 (i.e. Al-Farabi's com-
 mentary on the Isagoge, cf. D. M. Dunlop, The Existence and Definition of Philosophy, from
 an Arabic text ascribed to Al-Fdrdbi, Iraq I3, 1951, p. 76 ff.) instead of filling the lacunas in
 the Paris MS. with translations of their own.

 I4I
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 p. 97 n. I. Cf. O. Regenbogen in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll s.v. Theophrastos, Supplement VII,
 col. 1408 ff.

 p. II2 f. Cf. now Badawi, Mantiq Arisiu III p. IOI4 ff. and the interesting note on the 'old trans-
 lation', presumably by Ibn Na'ima, p. 740, where he mentions that it is uncertain from which
 language it was made.

 p. II4 n. I. Cf. W. Schwarz, The meaning of Fidus Interpres in medieval translation, Journal of
 Theological Studies 45, I944, pp. 73 ff.

 p. I27. Al-Kindi gives the Aristotelian definition in this way (Definitions, p. I65, 7):

 ; S J <iC ^ kt a \.
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